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As man continues to expand his level of activity in the flood 
plains of his rivers and streams, the potential for damage both to the 
works of man and to the stream itself continues to increase. Man real-
ized early in hi.s history the benefits of settling near a river, and 
soon thereafter.learned of the disadvantages (floods, etc.). Not want-
ing to be deprived of these benefits. man soon be~~n to build levees .to 
protect hims.elf ,and his ·property from floods. Today, flood protection 
measures may be generally .classifie.d in one of two ways:· flood protec-
tion structures.(suc~ as levees and dams) or flood forecasting. ,These 
help protect man from the riv.er, but they don't protect the river from 
man, To protect th~ rivers, Congress has enacted laws; governmental 
agencies have been established and ~tandards have been set .. A goal has 
been set for our country(l,p.l) 11 .. ,it is the national goal that the dis-
charge of pollutants into .the navigabJe waters be eliminated by 1985 •• , 11 -
but that is the future. 
As desirable as zero pollutant discharge:may be, a realistic 
appraisal shows that this country is a long way from meeting such a 
stand~rd. For it least the reasonably near future, the natural assimi-
1 attve capaciti~s of our bodies of wat~r will continue to be utilized 
for further degradation of the wastes from man's activities. 
Perhaps the most important characteristic of a river that 
l 
determine~ its .assimilat.ive capacity .is the volume of fl ow in th~e 
river •.. In .evaluat.ing the assimilative capacity of a ·stream, 
statistically~derived low-flow analyses such as the 7-day~ 10-year 
return perio.d, low floware used. Such analyse.s give an indication of 
'what the low flow has been, but these historical methods·suffer from. 
the l 1mitaU.on of describing only what has happened at some· time in 
2 
the past; they ignore the fact that new weather and streamflci>w record 
values are frequently set ·and that the minimum flows ·on .record are 
pro~ably higher than will occur in the future. They ·are. also inad,equate 
for describing what .will actually occur tomorrow, ·next week, or next 
month. To evaluate the effect of new developments properly, changes in 
the watershed or climatic r~gime, or the daily effect of old pollutant 
sources, -it is necessary to be able to forecast the lbw flows that will 
actua 1 ly occur. 
The purpose of this report is to describe the u~e of a,conceptual · 
hydrologic .model to simulate the streamflow .in a natural basin .(with 
emphasis on the 1 ow flows) , 
• 
CHAPTER I I 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Hydrologic Cycle 
All true forecasting techniques attempt to predict the water level 
or flow at some desired point by simulating, however grossly, all or a 
portion of the hydrologic cycle, Therefore, it is appropriate to review 
the hydrologic cycle briefly (Figure 1) prior to discussing different 
forecasting methods. 
Interception 
Before reaching the ground, precipitation may either evaporate or 
be intercepted by vegetation or other objects such as rocks or buildings 
and held in int~rception storage. dnce in interception storage; the pre-
cipitation either remains there until it evaporates or it is blown to 
the ground by wind or displaced by subsequent precipitation. Intercep-
tion does not completely stop once the storage becomes full, but contin-
ues at a reduced rate throughout the storm due to evaporation. Generally, 
as the wind speed increases, storage decreases and evaporation increases .. 
Although the amount of interception storage varies seasonally (with the 
type and density of vegetation), it is fixed at any given time. The 
reduction of runoff due to interception storage is more significant (and 
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Figure 1. Simplified Hydrologic Cycle 
5 
than for the whole of a large storm, because the interception storage 
capacity .decreases in si.gnifican.ce as the total amount of precipitation 
increases. Since i.nterception storage represents a large percentage of 
the numerous small storms throughout a year, it may represent a signifi-
cant amount of the annual precipitation for a basin •. In a well 
developed forest or other dense cover, interception can easily be 25 
percent of the annual precipita~ion (2). 
The water that actually reaches the ground may infiltrate into the 
soil, be held on the .surface as depression storage,; it may travel to a 
channel as overland flow and become surface runoff; or it may evaporate. 
Infi.ltration 
Infiltration occurs when water passes through the soil surf~ce and 
into the soil itself, while the movement of water within the soil itself 
is called percolation. Percolati.on moves the water away from the soil-
air interface and permits infiltration to continue. Infiltration is 
the result of two processes: 
l) movement of water under gravitational force into the soil 
through large openings or channels, and 
2) capillary action 
Most of the water infiltrates through the gravity channels and then 
spreads :out within the soil by capillary action, although capillary 
action causes some water to infiltrate over the entire wetted soil 
surface,. 
The maximum infiltration rate is called the infiltration capacity. 
Although it is limited primarily by the soil permeability, the porosity 
of the soil, and the amount of large gravity channels, it also varies 
6 
with the soil moisture, rainfall rate, soil type, vegetation, and 
season. ·The il')filtration capacity varies considerably over the typical 
watershed. Thi~ can be illustr.ated by a plot .of the cumulati.ve fre-
quency distribution of the infiltr.ation capacity of ·the ba~in (Figure 2). 
Thi's is the curve that would result f}".om the plotting of -a large number 
of simultaneous· i nfi ltr.ometer measurements. : Such. a curve is va 1 id only 
at a given point in·time, or'for a short time .interval, because the 
infiltration capacity changes with tim~. It is intere;Sting to note 
that Neal .(4) has found that the most signifi~ant factor affecting the 
inftltration ca·pacity during the first twenty minutes of rainfall is 
the initial soil moisture (infilt)".ation capacity varies inversely with 
the soil moisture·), However, some types of soil may even repel water 
until they are thoroughly wet. Very large drops tend to pack the soil 
surface and reduce the initial infiltration rate, until the soil sur-
face is covered with a sheet of water. In general, the infiltration rate 
varies directly wi.th. the rainfall rate until the· two rates are ,equal'· 
although the infiltration ,rate tends also to decrease as a storm pro-
' 
gresses due to the increa~e in soil moisture. At rainfall rates above 
the infiltration capacity, the infiltration .rate does not increase, 
After infiltration, the water may remain in sto~ge near the sur-
face where it wil 1 stay unti 1 it. is returned to the atmosphere by 
evapotranspira~ion;, it may move laterally through the upper layers of 
soil to a channel as interflow; it may.more downward to the water table, 
become part of the active gr.oundwater f1 ow and fl ow to a chanre l, or it 
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Figure 2. Rainfall Distribution 




Depression storage occurs in closed drainages which may vary in 
size from.soil particles to ponds covering several acres. When the 
rainfall rate .exceeds the infiltration· capacity, depression storage 
accumulates the excess rainfall.· As the smaller depre~sions become 
full, overland flow begins to occur and either flows into larger depres-
sions or to a channel. Evaporat16n Jnd infiltration .continue during 
each phase .. As with interception storage, depression ,storage affects· 
small storms and the initial portions of larger storms mainly, although 
·the total depression storage capacity .is much greater than the total 
' intercep~ion storage capacity. The pri~ary factors affecting depres-
sion storage are soil surface roughness, topography of the basin, .and 
man's alterations to the basin. The storage capacity of depressions 
within a basin varies inversely with the surface slope. 
Overland Flow 
Soon after the rainfall rate exceeds tre infiltration capacity; a 
thin sheet of water builds over the soil surface and forms a temporary 
storage ca 11 ed surface detention.. Overland fl ow is the movement of· 
water in surface·detention. The portion of overland flow that is not 
lost to evaporation or infiltration ~ill flow into a channel. 
Current Streamflow Forecasting Methods 
Even today, many river forecasts are made using a combination of 
strictl.Y empirical relati.onships, an 11 artistic 11 swag of a pencil, a 
few educat.ed guesse.s; a good imagination, .a little knowledge and, 
at times, a generous amount of luck. This is a result of a lack of 
technology, a lack of money, and insufficient desire to change •. The 
1 ack of techno 1 ogy has been overcome •. , 
Forecasting techniques consist pf two components: 
1) a method of computing the runoff from the local area, and 
2) a method of routing flow through the reaches. 
9 
If the area of forecasting .is to be regarded as a professional field 
with roots in scientifi~ soil, it is apparent that it will have to for-
sake the strictly empirical approach and fully embrace techniques that 
at least attempt to duplicate or simulate each of the physical processes· 
in the hydrologic cycle. Although the knowledge was adequate to model 
portions of the cycle for a basin~ the ~omputational load to. do ·this for 
a whole basin would have been an overwhelming task prior to the advent 
of large digital computers, . Thus, techniques were developed that· 
grossly reproduced portions of the hydrologic cycle. The rainfall-
runoff relationship used with a unit hydrograph illustrates this 
approach quite well. 
Rainfall-Runoff - Unit Hydrograph Model 
This type of model var.ies from a simple plot of rainfall versus 
runoff to rather complicated multi-variable procedures, They may be 
derived by mathematical regression analysis and involve the solving of 
equations,. or they may invo,lve graphical coaxial correlation techniques 
such as have been used successfully by the National Weather Service for 
flood forecasting throughout the county (2)(3). A simple rainfall 
versus runoff plot will yield adequate results on an annual basis, but 
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STORM RAINFALL IN INCHES 
Figure 3. Rainfall-Runoff Relation 
Source: (8), p. 41 
11 
reasonably good results have been obtainE!d by use of more involved 
coaxial relationships that include an index. to the precipitation that 
has fallen in the recent past (Anticedent Precipitation Index.or API)~ 
. . . . ' 
time of year,. storm .duration, and the amount of precip1t.ation that fell 
durimg the storm (m~an basin precip.itat.ion .in· inches). Such a technique. 
yi e 1 ds the direct storm runoff· in _inches,. which can be converted to a · 
hydrfgraph by use of a ,unit hydrograph. 
One-of the earlier ·attempts .to improve the accuracy of .the rainfa.11-
runoff relationship involved the inclusion of-a qualitative evaluation 
of the current soil moisture conditions. (Figure 4). Even though .this 
is an improvement, it places too great a burden on the judgement of the 
I 
ind.ividual forecaster. To make the scheme more ·objective, .variables 
such as the number of days ·since the last rainfall were introduced, but 
this did not account for the rainfall intensity. Gradually, these ideas 
led to adoption of a somewhat-more·sophisticated system for inde~ing the 
soil moisture conditions.· Ii included the time since.the last rainfall 
' ! ' ' • • ' . ' . ' 
as well as the amount of the storm rainfall. This is known as the 
. ' . 
' 
Antecedent Precipitation Index (APl); and can be expressed by the fol-
lowing equation 
where. en is a constant and P,; is the precipitation that fell n days 
before day 0. However, for routine daily .forecasti"ng, this was rather 
cumbersome to. use, so it was. assumed that C decreased logarithm,ically,. 
. . . 
and the equation was transformed to 
12 
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STORM RAINFALL IN IN 
Figure 4. Rainfall-Runoff Relatiori Using Soil Moisture Conditions 
as a Parameter 
Source: (8), p. 41 
13 
where tis the number of days sine~ day 0, and kis a recession factor. 
In actual use,_ the API was ·compute,d daily, .thus t was .equal to 1; 
Therefore, the form of the equation becomes· 
Thus; the APl for today equals the API for yesterday, multiplied by-k 
(which is normally as_sumed to be 0.9.0, but may vary from 0.85 to 0.95). 
If any precipitation fell during the past twenty-four hours, it is then 
added to the APl value just computed, and this becomes the API for 
today (Figure 5). This is given by the following form of the equation. 
where P is the precipitation during the past twenty-four hours. Since . 
k is assumed to equal 0.90 unles~ there is unmistaka:ble evidence to the 
contrary, the form of :the equation normally used is 
API1 = APia - O.l(AP~o) + p 
which is a very simple calculation., When starting .to compute. tt:ie API, 
satisfactory values may be obtained by initializing the APl at hO inch 
about two months prior to the storm under consideration, and then work-. 
ing forward. 
Obviously, most of the weight is. given to precipitation- which · 
occurred most recently, with little weight given .that which occurred 
more. than thirty days ago· •. Due to its ease of calculations., objecti.vity, 
and fairly good results, it has been a rather popular and widely used 
index. 
The recession. coefficient, k, used in the API computation, 
0. .80 
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DATE~ 1 2 3 4 
0.9 OF YESTERDAY'S API .so .4S .Sl .46 
PRECIPITATION IN PAST 24 HRS. 0 .12· 0 0 
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s 6 7 8 9 10 
.41 .S2 .69 .62 .S6 .so 
.17 .2S 0 0 0 0 
.S8 .77 .69 .62 .S6 .SO 
Figure 5. Computation and Plotting of the Antecedent Precipitation 
Index 
Source: (8), p. 45 
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15 
represents the loss of soil moisture from a basin, .and thus is a 
function of the physiological., climatological, and vegetative character-
istics -of the basin. Since k .has to account for basin ch.aracteristics 
that vary seasonally, it was necessary·to introduce a seasonal correc-
tion factor in the form.of·the week of the. year. Although this assumes 
that climatic conditions are the same each year (which is certainly no.t 
true), it is a valid enough assumption for practical use. 
Thus far there is rainfall, API, and time of year to use, in .. deriv-
ing a correlation with runoff. One additiona.l variable norma•lly used 
in the correlation is the storm duration,, which is important.because 
the losses in a short storm are less_, and thus more direct and surface 
runoff result. Determining the storm d.uration for a short, distinct 
storm is· not too difficult, but it can become quite complicated for 
1 ong, . drawn-out storms. , Richards ( ij) suggested: 
One approach, when six-hourly precipitation amou.nt.s are avail-
able currently~ is tQ take the sum of all six~hourly periods 
with 0.20 inch. or more precipitation plus half ttle sum of 
intervening periods with ,less than 0.20 inches. This approach 
assumes that when 0.20 inch or more occurs in six hours, the 
effective duration is s.ix hours; when less than 0.20 inch 
occurs, the effective duration is three hours (p. i4}. 
The principal data:requiring manipulation is the precipitation 
data. Some.type of mean bas.in precipitat.ion,(MBP) must be determined .. 
Various methods.are available such as the arithmetic mean, .Thiessen 
polygons, grid"'.'weighting, or the isohyetal method. Although theisohy-
etal method is the mos~ a~c~rate method,.it requires the k~owledge and 
subjectivity of a.skilled analyst, and thus does not meet the criterion 
of objectivity •. The choice. would then be between the -Thiessen polygons· 
or the grid-weighting method, .both of which can be accurate ,as well as. 
objective. A description of these methods ~nd their use c~n be found 
16 
in references (2), (3), (8), and (9). 
Since this model forecasts only direct runoff (not groundwater 
flow}, it is necessary to separate the storm hydrograph into direct 
runoff and groundwater flow for the correlation analysis .. Linsley (2) 
(3) describes several methods of hydrograph separation, but the most 
important thing is to select one technique and stay with it during 
development and use of the model. 
Having the five variables, it now remains to develop a correlation 
among these variables. Various numerical ~ethods of correlation analy-
sis are available as part of most computer libraries and these take the 
pain out of the procedure. However, the older method of correlation is 
the coaxial graphical correlation analysis (2)(3)(8). The complexity 
of this can be seen in Figure 60 Suffice it to say that the graphical 
method works, but it is a rather tedious process whose accuracy depends 
largely on the experience, knowledge, and artistic skill of the analyst 
( 8). 
To use the graphical method,.after it has been developed, enter 
with the API, move left to the proper week of the year curve then down 
to the proper storm duration, then right to the storm precipitation, 
and then up to the storm runoff. After the direct runoff for the storm 
has thus been determined, it can be distributed in time by use of the 
appropriate unit hydrograph, which is the hydrograph of one inch of 
direct runoff from a storm of specified duration for a specified basin 
area. Unit hydrograph: theory and derivation are adequately explained 
in standard references (2)(3). The groundwater flow is then added to 
the direct runoff; the total runoff thus determined being the forecast 
for either a headwater basin or for the local area of a reach. This 
STORM RUNOFF (INCHES) 
Figure 6. Operational Rainfall-Runoff Relation 
Source: (8), p. 47 
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flow can then _be routed downstream using a routing technique such as 
variable K & L (K is a reach storage ·coefficien~. L is lag), or one of 
the other routing methods commonly u~ed. 
The API technique has served .wel 1 .in the past, but it s~ffers from 
the. fact it is ·real.ly onl.y a .corrl:!la.ti.on of rest:11t~. ·not a ·duplication 
or even an approximation of the physical processes .actually .occurring 
in the basin. ; It is only an. index to these pro:cesses •. It should .be 
remembered; however, that this technique was developed when forecasters 
did not have larg~ digital computers at their disposal as is the case 
today. 
Empiric.al Low Flow Techniques 
Recession Analysis 
This method may be used when a stream is falling and on th~ :reces- -
sfon _limb of its hydrograph (Figure 7). This is th.e only method being 
discusseq that cannot be used for forecasting the entire ~ydrograph. _ 
The preparatory step for this method is to analyze past·observed reces-
s:ion .curve.s~ and from. that data. develop either a graphical or mathe-
matical expression .(usually ,some -form· of exponential function) that 
describes the recession curves ·for the basin. If no significant :precip- _ 
1itation has fallen and the stream is in recession, the operational step 
consists of entering the derived curve. or expression with the current 
I 
discharge and extrapolating .the recession 1from the current observation 
over the desired time period using thee curve or expression. If ~ignifi­
cant precipitation has fallen .or the stre.am is not in rec_ession, . .this 
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Figure 7. Hydrograph Components 
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season to season, this method can give an accurate forecast. 
It would seem that·this method's principal use is as a quick inter'.'" 
im method to use while .developing a more sophisticated method•: or if 
the value of the forecast .does not warrant a better method. 
Stage or Discharge.Relationships 
One.of the oldest methods·of ferecasting is by use of a.stage-
versus~stage relationship. This is simply a historical relationship 
of the stage of an upstream station .versus the stage·at a downstream 
station at ·a later time (Fi.gu·re 8).; When done carefully, this !can be 
' . I . . . 
a useful and. reasonably accurate technique for a .short range forecast. 
It is especially useful on large·riwers which do not fluctuat~.rapidly 
and where the local ru.noff is negligible in comparison. to the flow in 
the river .. (such as the Mississippi River),,and for streams that,are not 
rated but on which ·stage measurements are taken regularly. Diffic,ultie.s 
~ay occur with this method as a result of not considering precipitation, 
differences ·in storage for ri~ing and fallin,g stages, and unstable 
charinel bottoms, but used with care and understanding,. it can be .. a very 
useful teatttiique. 
Conceptual HYdrologic ~odels 
Stre.amflow Synthesis .and Reservoir .Regulation 
(SSARR) Model 
Tt'le original version of the SSARR model was. a streamflow ,s,ynthesis 
model develop.ed in. 1957. Its primary purposes were to simulate snow-
melt runoff and provide high flow forecqsting capab lities -for the 
Stage Downstream 
Figure 8. Stage-Stage Relation 
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Columbia River Basin. By 1960, it had grown into a general streamflow 
synthesis model, and by 1968, it had evolved into a full hydrologic 
synthesis and reservoir regulation model .. 
This' model is able to si~ulate the responses of land surfaces, 
reservoi~s, and streams to both rain and snowfall. It uses multi-
variable relationships in the form of tables to represent physical 
relationships. The storage effects are synthesized by use of multi-
phase lake routing, Channel backwater effects are simulated by use of 
a three-variable table that relate.s discharge to two water surface. 
elevations along a.stream channel. It can also simulate irrigation 
diversions and return flow as well as local area inflows. A .brief 
overview of the model's function follows. 
After the mean basin precipitation (MBP) is calculated, it is used 
to compute the total runoff by use of a rainfall-runoff relation that 
gives percent runoff as a function of a soil moisture index·{SMI). 
This relation allows part of the incident precipitation to go to runoff, 
while the rest goes into soil moistu,re storag,e, which .is deplet~d only 
through evapotranspiration. Computation of the SM! is illustrative of 
the simplicity .of the land phase of this model 
SMI 2 = SMI 1 + (RAINFALL-RUNOFF) ·.- K(ET) 
where K is a constant, and ET= evapotranspiration (monthly average). 
The SM! is calculated on a time period which is variable from 0.1 to 24 
hours. The total runoff is then divided according to set rules among 
baseflow, subsurface flow, .and surfac~ flow for temporal distribution, 
Each component is ro,uted individually through a serie.s of. linear 
reservoirs and then combined to give the total basin discharge, 
Snowmelt is accounted for as a function of temperature and the heat 
content of the precipitation; Temperature varies by eleva.tion layers 
according to a set temperature lapse rate, 
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One feature of the SSARR model that is not found on the other 
models is a self-adjusting feature.· Since the ave.rage reporting network 
does not always provide adequate data to properly define the actual 
precipitation distribution, differences between the observed and simu-
lated flows do occur. A~ this difference may cascade downstream, the 
simulation can sometimes attain bad values through no difficiency of the 
model itself. The model assumes that this difference is due either to 
l) the amount of precipitation being wrong, or 
2) the time of the precipitation being wrong. 
Prior to the forecast time, the model computes a pefiod of ante-
cedent ~onditions, if the discharge computed at the end of this period 
(that is, the beginning of the forecast period) does not match the 
observed flow with specified limits, the model adjusts the moisture 
input and recomputes the antecedent condition.. The model continues to 
iterate this adjustment-recomputation procedure until the values are 
within set limits. Manual adjustment is also possible if the automatic 
adjustment is inadequate. 
Calibration of the model is accomplished through tria.l and error 
adjustment of parameters representing soil moi:Sture,·evapotranspiration, 
depression storage; surface ·storage, subsurface storage, groundwater 
storage, infiltration to each of the aquifer zones, time delay,(repre ... 
sented by storage and flow relationships in each zone),, and channel 
storage effects. A total of fourteen input parameters is required. 
The SSARR model ha~ been applied mainly to relative large basins 
with a reaso.nab 1 e degree of success. I ts usefu 1 ne:Ss . for sma 11 basins 
and. 1 ow flows is no,t · known. 
U. S. Department of Agriculture Hydrologic.al 
Laboratory (USDAHL): Mode.l 
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The USDAHL model was.developed using data from a 2.37 square mile 
experirnental watershed at Coshocton, Ohio. Simulations were originally 
made.on a.singl,e storm basis .and later expanded to synthe:Size a period 
of continuous .. record. 
The baseflow analysi.s upon which this model is based was derived 
from the plotting of basin storage versus .disch.arge (Figure 9) .· The· 
curve could be approximateq by five straight ·lines which then repre-. 
sented the five flow regimes of th~ system 1s land phase~ The slo.pe of 
each section is.•the storage coefficie.nt (K) for each flow regime 
(K1 = overland flow; Kc = channel storage; K2 = quick-return flow (inter-
flawb K3 =delayed return flow; and K4 =prolonged-return flow). Not 
al 1 regimes need. be present for a ·given storm. 
The land phase of the model. functions in the following general man-
ner~ Input precipitation either flows·laterally as overland flow (OF), 
or is infiltr.ated into the soil 1s uppermo.st reservoir (Figures 10 and 
11), from which it either flows as quick ... return flow (QRF), or seeps 
downward into the next reservoir. It either flows.out of this zone as 
delayed-return flow (DRF) or seeps downward into. the saturated zone 
which is depleted by prolonged-return flow (PRF)., The response of the 
OF and surface runoff is mo.dified by division of the basin into three 
soil types based on elevation:· upland, .. hillside, ·and bottomland .. The 
flow is envisioned as. flowing from upland to hills.ide to bottom1and, 
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.. STORAGE/FLOW RELATIONSHIP FOR SIMPLE RECESSION 
Kc = channel storage 
K2 = quick-return flow (interflow) 
K3 = delayed-return flow 
K4 = prolonged-return flow 
So'--~~~~....._~~~~~~~~-'-~~~~-
qo qr 
Discharge c In/hr> 
Figure 9. Storage/Flow Relation for Simple Recession 
Source: ( 11 ) 
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Figure 10 . Land Phase of the USDAHL Conceptual Hydrologic Model 
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Figure 11. Soil Moisture Fl ow Chart for the USDAHL Model 
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while being subject to infiltration .and percolation and evapotranspira-. 
tion at each step along the way. The infi.ltration rate is limited by 
an input limitfor an impeding horizon. Accretion to groundwater is 
also limited to times when the availab.le moisture capacity of the sur-
face soil is filled.· The ORF and the PRF combine .to allow variable 
groundwater recession rates. Finally .the runoff is ro.uted through a 
linear reservoir which. simulates the channel .network. , The net effect 
of the model is a routing through nine linear reservoirs of different 
sizes. 
The USDAHL model was designed for very sma 11 watersheds, the extent 
of testing on large watersheds is unknown; nevertheless, it does not 
seem useful for watersheds of the size normally encountered in fore-
casting. Lindsley (6) feels it is not particularly adaptable to large· 
watersheds. 
U. s. Geological Survey Watershed Model 
This model is patterned after the Stanford watershed model, although 
it is a much simplified version. Its design purpose was to analyze 
storm peaks. It establishes antecedent soil moisture conditions, 
utilizes an infi.ltration equation, a two-level moisture storage system 
for water balance accounting, and linear storage and translation methods 
for routing to the basin outflow point. The pilot study for the model 
was on a 5.41 sq.mt basin in the Blue.Ridge Mountains.· Tests have shown 
that this model has some.degree of competence~ but extensive testing of 
it does not appear to have been done. Since its emphasis was on flood 
peaks, it was designed to only si~ulate the surface runoff component of· 
the flood hydrograph, and baseflow and seepage were simply not CO'rtSidered. 
Since these are the principal components of low flows, this model is. 
not suitable for simulaUng low flows. 
Stanford Watershed Model IV (SWM IV) 
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A streamflow simul.ation model that is based on observed physical 
processes occurring in nature has a distinct advantage over correlation 
models that do not even attempt to relate· to known hydrologic prqcesses. 
But there is a limit to how detailed the hydrologic cycle can be modeled 
using exi s'tfng data collection techniques and standards. The ultimate 
model would perhaps follow each particle of water from the time it 
ceased to fall in the atmosphere until the time it left the.watershed; 
that would be the ultimate in moisture accounting. But on any real 
watershed, that would be a task too i11111ense to even contemplate. It 
. ' 
would require such a detailed knowledge of the soil structure and char-
acteristics that it ·probably could not even be done at the current level 
of technology. 
Certain characteristics for a "good'' hydrol ogi c simulation model to 
be used for daily forecast~ng are of such importance that they are vir-
tually requirements. First, the model must use for iriput only those 
meteorological and hydrological data that are normally observed. It 
must be capable of continuous simulatton for long periods of time, not 
only for use in calibration in o~der to fully use all of the data 
available, but also. for generating synthetic streamflow records •. As 
much as possible, parameters should be obtained by measurements, not 
from the judgement of the person calibrating the model or by iterative 
procedures .. It must be usable on digital computers at a reasonable cost. 
It must be sufficiently general that it can be used in all climatic 
conditions·{snow,.desert, tropics~ etci) and geographical locations. 
(mountains or.plains, etc.). It must be able to output simulated 
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stages and flows on a real~time basis for forecasting as well as contin-, 
uous records for research. It mu~t be based in·the. physical proc~sse;S 
of the hydrologic cycle, and simulate·the enti.re physical system with 
sufficient detail and .accuracy.to sustain confidence.in the. model. 
'• 
This is essential for use on ungiiged watersheds •. 1'-his al so .will .con-. 
tribute to a better understanding of th.e hydrol ogic processes occurring · 
in the basin,. which ·is .yaluable as a:training tool for.the working. 
forecaster. Si.nee many forecasters have little training other than on-
the-job training .and perhaps ·a basic' .course in hydrology, thi,s can be a 
feature of cohsiderab•le importance •. 
Until the physical processes. in the hydrologic.cycle can be des-
cribed in much greater detail' th.an at present, as wel 1 as measµred, and . 
can be used in hydrologic simulati,on,, it will be necessary to be con".' 
tent to use some judgement param~ters in order to cal ibra,.te or adjust 
the model simulation bi tr.ial ,and error against a period of continuou~ 
historical data. Our_present knowl~dge of the details of the hydro-. 
I 
logic cycle is not ad.equate to rigorously describe .each step of th~ 
process, and even .if it .were,. the enormous amount of physical .data on 
the watershed as well as the very small computational increments that 
would be required for computer simulation would probably make such an 
exaci simulation prohibiti~e in ~ost. The .result is a model that is 
sufficiently refined to be reJiably accurate, but does not-contain 
unnecessary detail. The parameters will thus -be bas.ical,ly lumped, 
. ' 
para.meters in tryat they represent the average .of the p.liysic~l pro:cesses 
over an area t al though they will be di st,ri buted parameters in the sen'se . 
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that they can be used for small sub-areas of the watersheds. 
Runoff consists .of three components which follow different paths to 
the channel. First is the surface runoff which is flow over the ground 
surface into the channel as .either sheet or overland flow .. The second 
component is water flowing through the upper soil layers to the chan-
nel, and is known as interflow. The exact mechanism of interflow is 
not we 11 known, but its occurrence is enhance by the presence of a re 1-
ati ve l y impermeable horizoninthesoil .. The third component is groundwater 
flow, which is water flowing from a groundwater aquifer. 
Most runoff relations. are designed to predict only the direct runoff. 
(the combination of surface runoff and interflow). Since a flood hydro-
graph is mostly comp~sed of direct runoff, and it is quite difficult as 
well as arbitrary to separate the two, groundwater fl ow is frequently 
assumed to be rather constant and is just added to the direct runoff to 
give the storm runoff. 
The water balance concept involves maintaining a running account of 
the water in soil .moisture storage by adding the amount of each new 
rainfall less direct runoff and accretion to groundwater, and subtract-
ing evapotranspiratian. The amounts of runoff and groundwater accretion 
are made functions of the prevailing soil moisture storage .. 
The water balance model is the basis of the SWM IV model. Soil 
moisture account is through a two-level moisture storage, which uses a 
small upper storage zone to simulate surface.detention and retenti~n in 
overland flow and the depres~ion storage and soil moisture in a shallow 
surface layer, plus a lower storage zone that simulates the storage of 
soil moisture from the surface down to the capillary fringes. Water is 
accounted for through all storage categories until it leaves the 
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watershed. Perhaps the best way of describing the SWM IV model is by. 
discu.ssing the structure ·of .the model. Figure l? is th.e flowchart .of· 
the SWM ,IV model, and. gives .. the general sequenc.e of .opera.tion. ' 
Principal inputs to the model are the hourly p~ecipitation •mounts 
in the form of ·mean: bas.in precip.ita~ion .{MBP), ·and the daily potentiaJ 
evapotnanspiration ,and strean:iflow data. Additional meteorological 
inputs {daily maximurn an~ minimum air te.mperatures and incoming short~ 
wave radiati.on are nece.ssary ·if .. snowfall is significant and the snow 
routine ·is used. Hourly an.d daily precipita~ion ,data.are readil;Y avail-. 
able:on a historical bash from the National Climatic Cent.er {NCC) 
Environmental Da~a·Service, NOAA, Asheville, North:carolina~ However, 
these data.ar~ not readily available on a real time basis, excep~ for a 
few stations. Exc~pt under,unusu~l circumstances, the normal ·reporting 
frequency is either every six or·twenty-four·hours. Potential evapo-
transpiration- is assumed to be ,equal to tit« 1 ake evaporation estimated 
from class A pan records. The actual evapotranspiration is computed by 
the model as a function pf the potential evapotranspiration ~nd ·the cur~ 
rent soil moisture conditions. 
Interception 
Interception is th,e initial abstrac~ion from. the inci·dent precipi-
ta.tion. ·· It is a fu.nctipn of the watershed cover, and is limi~ed by the 
current volume in interception storage as well as. the preset maximum 
interception storage amount·{EPXM). All ·incident precipitatton is 
directed to EPXM until that preassigned: volume is full. Moisture in 
interception .storage is depleted by evaporation at the poten~i al evapo-










Figure 12. Stanford Watershed Model IV 




storm due to evapotranspirati on. ·· 
Impervious Area· 
The impervious areas (A) of a watershed are those areas such as 
lake or stream surfaces and the adjacent non-permeable surfaces. If 
rainfall occurs on these areas, it ,l>ecomes surface runoff immediately. 
11A11 represents a preset percenta!1te of the precipitation that is imme-
diately diverted directly to .th'e· channel, It does not include rock 
outcrops, buildings,.or roads that are not immediately adjacent to the 
streams or which are separated from.the strearn by previous areas. 
Infiltration 
Infiltration is a continuously varying function of the soil; mois.,. 
ture. · First the cumulative .watershed infiltration capacity functions 
determine whether the available moisture infiltrates directly into the 
soil and into lower zone and groundwater storage or goes to surface 
detention storage. Water thqt is directed to surface detention storage 
is in what is called the upper zone and which is designed to simulate 
depression storage, soil fissures, and the space around soil particles. 
The infiltt".ation capacity is divided into two portions· (Figure 13); 
part of the infiltrated water becomes inte.rflow ·while the rest goes to 
lower zone and groundwater storage. ·Fa~ a ,given moisture supply of~ 
inches and a given infi.ltration capacity, Figure 13 illustrates the 
divis,ian of the available moisture into overland flow, interflow, and 
lower zone and groundwater storages. Figure 13 also shows the variation 
of overland flow, interflow, and infiltration as the moistur~ supply 
varies. 
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It is apparent that the variables c and b are extremely important 
in determining the relative magnitude of each of these flows. c and b 
are functions of the current lower.zone storage ration LZS/LZSN (LZS 
is the current soil moisture storage in the lower zone,,and LZSN is a 
nominal. lower zone storage level that is about equal to .the median 
value of lower zone storage), CB (an infiltration parameter), and CC 
(the ratio of interflow/overland flow).· When LZS/LZSN < 1.0. 
(4.0·LZS/LZSN) 
b = CB/2.0 
and when LZS/LZSN > 1.0 
(4.0 + 2.0((LZS/LZSN) - 1.0)) 
b = CB/2.0 
(LZS/LZSN) 
c = CC·2.0 
Water that qoes not inf i·ltrate directly, increases the amount in 
surface detention storage and will either contribute to overland flow or 
upper zone storage, and then either evapotranspire (at the potential 
rate) or infiltrate. The rate of filling of upper zone storage 
decreases as the upper zone become.s ful 1. 
Overland Flow 
Overland flow is ca.lculated at fifteen-minute inte.rvals. It is a 
function ,of the variable infiltration rate and evaporation. Lindsley 
(17) believed that the use of rigorous methods for simulating the over-
flow (using finite differences techniques for numerical solution of the 
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governing diffe_rential equations.: ·the continuity and momentum equations) 
were not justified .due to. the limited accuracy fo the basic data. Exper-. 
imental data indicated that ~he laipinar flow regime could be ignored; 
therefore, only the equations for the t~rbul~nt range were u~ed. The 
basic approximatipn equati.on was derived. from Manning's equation. an.d 
is used .as ·follows:· 
q = 1.486 YS/3 50.5 
n 
By empirical methods. y was found to be best de~cribed by 
where 
q = overland. flow (ft3/sec:,) 
n = Mannin~'s n · · · 
s = slop~ (ft/ft),. . FT3 
D = current detention steragf! rr FT3 
DE = surface detention storage at: equilibrium FF 
L = 1 ength of overland fl ow (ft) 
y = depth of flow .(ft) 
The overland flow thu.s determined is used to solve the following . 
continuity equation · 
where· 
o2 = surface detention at the end of the current time 
D1 = surface detention at the end of the previous time int.~rval 
AD = increment added to surface detention time in the inte.rval 
(determined from equations based on ~igure 13) · 
At= time ;interval used (15 minutes) 
So.i l Moisture 
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Briefly, .soil moisture is represented by lower zone storage that is 
~i'lled both by infi:ltration and percolation .from the upper .zone, while. 
dep.leted by evapotranspiration at .a rate dependent on the water cur-· 
rently in. storage, percolation .to deep or inactive .groundwater storage 
and percolation .to act,ive .groundwater ~tora.ge (where it either remains 
or. flows to a channel). 
Interflow 
Interflow storage is PY'.incipally a function of the infiltration . 
that has occurred, and th~ infiltration capacity. Its computation is 
illustrated on Figure l~. ·Depletion of interflow storage and the move-
ment of interflow is accomplish~d by a decay or recession func;tion: 
where 
INTF = lIRC4·SRGX 
LI RC4 =. 1. 0 - ( I RC) l /9fi 
LIRC4 = the recession co.efficient 
INTF = i nterfl ow 
SRGX = the amount of water in i nterfl ow storage 
IRC = daily recession or. depletion coefficient, the ratio of 
interflow discharge ·at any tii:ne to the interflow discha.rg~ 
twenty-four hours ·later 
.Groundwater 
Recharge of groundwater storage is by percolation from the lower 
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• 
zone, and is a function of the amount of water in lower zone storage 
at that time. ·The percentage of water that· infiltrates {either directly 
as shown in Figure 13, or as delayed infiltration through upper zone 
storage) varies as follows: 
where 
LZS · 1.0 · LZI I )' l P'g = lOO I LZSN .1.0 + LZI i 
·s < 
E~sN = 1 . O (if greater, set [~~N = . 1 . o 
Pg = 'JYe'Y-''Centage""Of water en.tering."'l§rdundwater storage 
LZS = amount of. water in lower zone storage . 
LZSN = lower zone storage level at which fifty percent of all 
wa tT[z~ nffl trat)ed ·goes 'to groundwa.ter . storage 
LZI = 1.5\LZSN - 1.0. + 1.0 
The relationship of Pg and LZS/LZS~ is shown in Figure 14. At a 
LZS/LZSN of zero there is zero groundwater recharge, when LZS/LZSN = 
1~0, fifty percent of i nfiJ tration is stored in groundwater stqrage, 
and as LZS/LZSN approaches 2~5~ the percent infiltrated approaGhes one 
hundred percent. , 
Outflow from groundwater st0rage is to the channel a~ groundwater 
fl ow, by perco 1 at ion to deep (inactive) groundwater storage, by loss from 
e vapotranspiration. · Groundwater flow is ba.sed on the simplifi.ed model .. 
in Figure 15. The flow from this aquifer is proportional to the prod-
uct of the cross-sectionc~l area of flow and the energy gradient of the 
flow.· The energy gradient is compos~d of a base gradient plus a var~ 
i able gradient which depends· on groundwater accretion.. Groundwa.ter 
flow .is computed by the follawing equation. 
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Source: (17), p. 40 
where 
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GWF = grou11dwater flow 
LKK4 = fair weather groundwater recession coeffictent 
= 1 • 0 - (:KK24 ):1 / 9S 
KK24 =-ratio of curre~t.;rou11dwater di~charge:to the groundwater-
disch_arge twenty-four-hours earlier _(it is. the-minimum ·· 
ob.served dai 1y ,reces'siort) · • · 
KV= a variable.groundwater recession ·coeffi~ient 
GWS · = the anteceq·ent groundwater inflow index.· 
= 0.97 (GWS;- inflow _to groundwater storage) 
SGW =amount of, water in _groundwater storage· 
Percolation to deep ( inact_ive groundwater. storage.· is .simu_lated by 
shunting a fixed. percentage (K24L) of the inf.low _to groundwater storage 
directly to inactive storage. --
Evapotranspiration . 
Evapotranspi rat.ion ,is· a functipn of the potential evapotranspi ration 
and the available moisture supply. It occurs from int~rception storage, 
upper zor:ie storage, l o'Wer zo.ne st_orage, and groundwater storage. · The 
SWM IV model also includes evaporation .from stream surfaces :in this-
category. Hourly potential eva,potranspirat_ion .is computed from -daily 
or semi-monthly input data. The program attempts. to sati.sfy potential 
evapotranspiration first-from interception storage, and after that• 
from upper zone storage.-. If the potential has not been satisfied at 
that point"' 'the evapotranspiration opportunity (maximum water available 
for-evapotranspiration in a time i~terval at a point in the basin) from. 
the lower-.zone is then computed by use of the following equation 
- - E 2 
E·= E _ 2_ -
P. 2r 
r = KJ LZS · __ IBN-
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F.igure 15. 
. . . 
. . . 
Simplified Model of Outflow From 
Groundwater Storage 





E = evapotranspirat.ion .from lower zone {inc.hes .per day) 
ED = potenttal evapotran~piration {inches per day) · 
K3 = variable index to. lower ·zone evapotranspiration . 
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The maximum evapotranspirat.fon .for any·given lower zone storage level · 
occurs when the potential ev~potranspiration ,equals n/2 inches over.the 
watershed~ 
Channel ,~ystem 
Storage and flow times in the channel system become large compared· 
to those in overland flow as the size of the'watershed.incre~ses and. 
the channel system becomes the dominate factor.in shaping the out fl ow 
hydrograph .. 
Although Linsley {l7) stated that the finite diff~rences method for 
chanri~l routing is the most generaJ physically based methpd for simu-
lating unst,eady open channel flows, the· inpu.t. requirements and long com-
puting times. requi.red .led to the adoption .of an empirical, routing ;,method 
in the model--the channel time-delay histogram. This is a time versus 
. ' 
discharge histogram that represents the response of the channel to an. 
inflow with a duration equal to the time incr.ement {Figure 16). Each 
·element .of the histogram represents the fraction of the total watershed 
that contributes to channel flow for a given travel time. Each ele-
ment of the histogram is thus associated with a particular travel time 
zone of the watershed. ·The main advantages to this method are efficient 
programming .. and the ability to·· provide simultaneous output hydrographs 
at. several points· in the .watershed. 
The outflow hydrograph produced from the time-.delay histogram is 
then routed through a linear reservoir at.the basin outflow point. The 
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Time of flow (hours) to basin outlet {in channel) 
Figure 16. Channel Time-delay Histogram for the 
Illinois River near Watts, Oklahoma 
channel routing equation is 
0 .= I - KSl (I - o1) 
where 
KSl = P'k -At/2~ . 1/k + !Jt/2 
O = .outflow 
I = inflow· 
KSl = reserved r storage .constant 
Snowmelt 
= hour.ly r~cession ,rate" for c~_annel runoff 
_ dischar ~in ho~r. 1 
- i scharge in our t+ .. 
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The model is set up in the sp~rce data mode. and as such requires 
only daily maximum and. minimum temperatures and incoming shortwave 
radiation. ' It diffe.rentiates between rain and -snowfall, maintains th.e 
area and depth of ·the snowpack as well as its water equivalen~ and 
density., Albedo is .computed as -is the melt ra:te of the pack. Temper-_ 
ature vari .. ations with elevation .are CC?mputed using .vari~ble lapse rates 
that account for diurn.al variations. as well as fo.r dry and stormy 
weather conditions~ 
National Weather Se}'.'vice River Forecast ·System {NWSRFS) 
I 
The acronym NWSRFS .stands -for National Weather .Service River.Fore .. 
cast System, .and as used in th.i~ re,port,·refers to the system described 
in NWS HYDRO 14 {9'). This system was assembled by the Hydrologic 
Research Laboratory {HRL) of the :National Weather Service's O'ffice of 
Hydrology, in Silver Spring, Mhryland~ and includes. program~ to process 
data; compute· mean basin precipita~ion .{MBP), optimize parameters, 
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verify model parameters, and produce operational river forecasts. 
The he~rt of this system is the model of the hydro.logic cycle •. 
Selection of this portion of the model was based on a statistical 
analysis of three watershed models: the SSARR model, the Sacramento 
model, and a version of the Stanford Watershed IV {SWM IV) model as 
modified by th.e HRL. · The decision of which .to choose was narrowed down 
to a choice .between the modifi~d SWM IV and the Sacramento model, and 
on the. basis of statistical analyses completed by August, 1971, the 
modified SWM IV was chosen, It should be noted that testing performed 
after that date showed there was no significant difference between the 
two, and Burnash {15) claims that the latest version of the Sacramento 
model is considerably better than the one involved in the testing. It 
is interesting to note that the HRL is now adopting the land phase of 
·the Sacramento model to replace the land phase of the modified SWM IV 
currently used in the,NWSRFS. 
Differences From SWM IV 
Since the. NWSRFS soil moisture accounting is simply a modification 
of the SWM IV, a detailed description of the land phase or the fi.IWSRF.S 
will not be made.· Instead, the major differences will be noted, Many 
of the changes are a result of the use of precipitation data for six-
hour increments instead of for one-hour increments. Outflow from inter-
flow and groundwater storages is now computed every six hours, .and per-
colatibn is computed ~aily. Overland flow routing equations of the 
SWM IV are.omitted due to the longer time intervals~ Instead, the 
amount of fast ·response runoff reaching .the channel each hour is com-. 
puted by the following egµation 
where 
ROST = SRCl · RX 
SRCl = percent of water in RX that reaches the channel each hour 
RX = surface detention 
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Three ·basic types· of runoff .are considered in th.fa m~del; fast 
response {sur.face runoff), medium response {interflow). and slow 
re.sponse {gro·undwater fl.ow). The recession coefficient .for groundwater 
flow (GWS) was changed to a variable {KGS) from its .fixed. value of 0.97 
GWS = KGS · (GWS + GW inflow) · 
to give .addition~l flexibilitY, need.ed for seme basins •. IntE!rception 
storage is now satisfied after impervious area runoff (figure 17), 
instead of the other way around,. because it was felt that no·intercep-
tion ,occurred over. i~perviou.s ·areas. The maximum infiltraticm rel,ation 
was changed .in ord~r to allow more flexibility in shaping the infiltra-
tion curve (Figure 18). The new equation .is 
b = CB/(LZS/LZSMPlOWER 
Evaporation from stream surfaces and evapotranspira~ion .from groundwater 
are lumped together, inst.ead of being computed separately. · 
Channel routing .also uses .the time-delay histogram, but uses con- · 
I 
stant or variable lag and K. routing, ,which is de.scribed in ·references. 
( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , ( 8 ) , and ( 9 ) . 
As currently used, there is no snowmelt.routi.ne includecl. However,. 
one is available and. is de.scribed in NWS-HYOR0-16. 
Input data for this model are streamflow and precipitation obser-
vations every six or twenty-four ho,urs and da.ily potential 
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Figure 17. Flowchart of Soil Moisture Accounting Portion of the 
National Weather Service River Forecasting System 
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evapotranspiration .data every twenty-four .hours. 
The significance of these, changes is two-fold: 
1) additional variables .have been added to give additional flexi-
bility to the model,.at the expense of making .it more complex, and 
2) the change to longer computational intervals and the resultitig 
deletion of overland flow routing equations may reduce the model 1s accu-
racy . on very small basins where the over.land fl ow is a significant por-
tion of the total runoff, 
Given the normal precipitation and streamflow reporting inv~rvals 
of' six and twenty-four hours, it is apparent that 2) is in fa.ct a con .. 
cession to reality and is a disadvantage only to research work using 
historical data which. is av.ailable on an hourly basis. 
If no streamflow data is available, parameters can be estimated 
from physical basin characteristics ·Or parameters used in nearby and/or 
hydrologically similar watersheds, and the simulation performed on the 
basis of those parameters and the available precipitation and poten-
tial evapotranspiration (PE) data.· The validity of the calibration 
obviously vari E;!S with the, accuracy of the estimation of the parameters. 
Nevertheless, done carefully, this can be a useful tool and provides a 
valuable method of streamflow simulation under difficult circumstances. 
If this procedure is continued down to the point where streamflow 
records are available, the accuracy of the calibra.tion can then be 
determined and parameter adjustments made,. This provides a method of 
forecasting streamflow or developing streamflow records for .ungaged 
streams. 
If precipitation (PE) and streamflow data is available, the NWSRFS 
can be calibrated to a given basin. Once a basin has been calibrated, 
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the NWSRFS can be used to extend streamflow records to periods when 
only meteorological data are available, .it can operate in a virtually 
real-time mode for forecasting use, it can be used with synthetic 
precipitation ~ata to produce streamflow r~cords .for any desired clima~ 
tological regime, and the parameters in the model can be varied to sim-. 
ulate the effect on the basin of changes to the watershed, The input 
data required for the NWSRFS is the mean basin precipitation (MBP),. 
streamflow, and potential evapotranspiration (PE). 
Mean Basin Precipitation (MBP) 
!Since precipitation is measured as point values, and these points 
are usually few in or near a given basin, ,it is necessary to be able to 
estimate the precipitation at other points in the basin and finally. 
arrive at average precipitation .amounts over given areas; This fre~ 
quently (although not necessarily) results in the precipitation being 
averaged over basin-sized areas. ~lthough the concept of area-wide. 
averaging of the precipitation is not too bad when the precipitation is 
uniformly distrib4ted over a basin, it leaves much to be desired when 
the precipitation is not uniformly distributed (such as during air-mass 
thunderstorm activity,). Nevertheless, nothing better has been developed, 
so the NWSRFS provides for the use of three averaging techniques based 
upon three weighting .~ethods 
1) Grid Point weights 
2) Thiessen weights, and 
3) predetermined weights. 
The Grid Point method is based on a basin covered with a fine . 
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estimated (using the t~chnique described followi.ng the description of 
the weighting methods) and. the MBP is simply th.e arithmetic average of 
all of these p()int~. The weights for each grid .point are calculated by 
determining the nearest precipitation station to the grid point in eac.h 
of the four .quadrants around the grid ·point •. , .Each grid ·point will then· 
havt;!. four weights which·. are equal to the normalized reciprocal of the 
squared distance (l/distance2) to each of the four pr~cipitatiQn sta-
tions (sum of the weights = 1.0). Computa:tion of the weights for .each 
of· the 47 grid po.ints. within the basin (Fig.ure 19) is su,mmartzed. in 
Table I. When·the grid point ~oincides with a station,.the station is 
give~ a weight of ·l.QOO •. After this is done for each grid point,.the 
total.weight assigne.d to each station,.after being normalized, is i~s. 
Grid Point weight. Since there are 47 grid points, the sum .of ~he 
weig:hts is equal to 47.0, _which is th,e total used for normalizing 
(Table II). Using the basin (Fig4re 19) as an example~ with point pre~· 
cfpiiation values of A= l~o, B = 0.2, C = 4.6~ D = 1.0, E ~ 3.2~ F = 
1.9, G = 2.l, and H = 1.0, and the Grid Point weights in Ta·ble!'I, the 
MBP was computed to be 2.764 inches.· The NWSRFS defines the Thiessen 
polygon.in terms of grid points; the polygon is-the boundary.of all 
points which are clo.ser to the subject .station than any·oth~r st~tion. 
Table III shows the computed Thiessen weights for this basin. FQr this 
example, the Thiessen weights prod~ced an MBP of 3.03 inches,·which is 
close to the 2.764-inches given by the Grid-Point. methpd. 
Predetermined. weights may be entered: to compensate for topr:>graph-i-
ca l irr~gulariti.es o·r unus.ual -aspects such as present .in mountai,:J's. 
The MBP program portion _of the NWSRFS, has the. option of computitig 
and/or using Grid Point weights, Thiessen weights, ·or predetermined · · 
x y Sta 
l 2 D 
l 3 D 
2 1 F 
2 2 F 
2 3 D 
2 4 D 
3 1 G 
3 2 E 
3 3 E 
3 4 E 
3 5 c-
4 2 E 
4 3 E 
4 4 E 
4 5 c 
4 6 c 
5 2 E 
5 3 E I 
5 4 E 
5 5 E 
5 6 c 
5 7 A 
5 8 A 
6 2 G 
6 3 c 
6 4 c 
6 5 c 
6 6 c 
6 7 A 
6 8 A 
7 2 c 
7 3 c 
7 4 c 
7 5 c 
7 6 c 
7 7 c 
7 8 A 
7 9 ' -
8 4 A 
8 5 A 
8 6 A 
8 7 A 
8 8 A 
8 9 -
9 6 A 
9 7 A 
9 8 A 
TABLE I 
NORMALIZED WEIGHTS FOR EACH GRID POINT 
Source: (9), P~ 3-6 
UAD. I .JUAD. II QUAD. I I I 
o2 w Sta o2 w Sta 02 w 
17 .056 - - - - - -
10 .167 - - - - - -
1 .980 B 50 .020 - - -
0 1.000 - - - - - -
9 .092 B 26 .032 F l .828 
4 .411 B 17 .096 F 4 .411 
10 .159 F 2 .797 - - -
13 .065 F l .842 - - -
8 .094 D 10 .076 F 1 .755 
5 .295 D 5 .295 F 5 .295 
20 .036 D l .714 F 10 .071 
10 .166 F 4 .417 - - -
5 .295 D 13 .115 F 5 .295 
1 • 727 D 8 .091 F 8 .091 
13 .057 D 5 .148 F 13 .057 
10 .111 D 4 .278 F 20 .056 
9 .091 F 9 .091 - - -
4 .276 D 18 .061 F 10 .111 
1 .738 D 13 .057 F 13 .057 
0 1.000 - - - - - -
5 .. 146 D 9 .081 E 1 . 731 
41 .042 B 17 .101 E 4 .429 
26 .094 B 16 .152 E 9 .269 
0 1.000 - - - - - -
17 .044 E 5 .150 G 1 .749 
10 .110 E 2 .552 G 4 .276 
5 .148 . E l .740 G 9 .082 
2 .458 D 16 .057 E 2 .458 
20 .039 B 26 .030 E 5 .155 
17 .084 B 25 .057 E 10 .143 
25 .032 G 1 .806 - - -
16 .077 E 8 .154 G 2 .615 
9 .189 E 5 .340 G 5 .340 
4 .385 E 4 .385 G 10 .154 
l .785 D 25 .031 E 5 .157 
0 1.000 - - - - - -
10 .088 B 36 .024 c l .872 
- - - - - c 4 .692 
29 .096 c 10 .278 G 8 .348 
20 .130 c 5 .519 G 13 .199 
13 .107 c 2 .699 E 10 .140 
8 .102 c l .814 E 13 .062 
5 .270 B 49 .028 c 2 .675 
- - - - - c 5 .444 
10 .279 c 5 .557 E 17 .164 
5 .400 c 4 .500 E 20 .100 
2 .699 B 64 .022 c 5 .279 
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CUAD. IV 
Sta o2 w 
F l .944 
F 2 .833 
- - -- - -
G 17 .048 
G 20 .082 
H 36 .044 
G 9 .093 
G 10 .075 
G 13 .115 
E 4 .179 
G 4 .417 
G 5 .295 
G 8 .091 
E 1 .738 
E 2 .555 
G 1 .818 
G 2 .552 
G 5 .148 
- - -
G 17 .042 
c 4 .428 
c 5 .485 
- - -
H 13 .057 
H 18 .062 
H 25 .030 
H 34 .027 
c 1 .776 
c 2 . 716 
H 5 .162 
H 8 .154 
H 13 .131 
H 20 .076 
H 29 .027 
- - -
H 53 .016 
A 9 .308 
H 10 .278 
H' 17 .152 
H 26 .054 
H 37 .022 
H 50 .027 













TABLE II · 
GRID POINT WE.IGHTS ·FOR THE VARIOUS STATIONS 
Source: · {9). p. 3-7 
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47~000 
TABLE III 










GRID POINT WEIGHTS USED TO COMPUTE THIESSEN WEIGHTS 
Source: (9), p~ 3-8 
Station No. pf Poir:its Thiessen Weight 
A 2 0.0426 
B 0 
c 16 0.34()4 
D 3 0.0638 
E 10 o. 2.128 
F 9 a. 1915 
G 7 0.1489 
H a 
5.5 
weights, and.of producing ou~put MBP for 1, 3, or 6-hour increments. 
Inp~t to the MBP program consists of hourly (observations each hour) 
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and daily _(observations every 24 hours.) precipitation fo.r the weighted 
stations .• an 80-by-80 grid -map of the ba$in, -and_ X-Y coord.ina~es of the 
precipitation· stations .. · More 'detailed information about' the grid map 
i 
and cqordinate~ is found. in Chapter IV~ 
The basic theory behind estimation of precipitation .requires 
determination of the neares~ precipitation sta:tion in each ·Of the four 
quadrants around the poi.nt to be estimated (Figure 20). Each of these 
four stations receives a weight equal to l/distance2 from. the .point to 
that station. The precipitation estimate is then a weighted av~rage of 
that at the other four points. If there is no precipita~ion .in some of 
the quadrants, only the quadrants with precipitation are. used. ·A fur-
ther modification to the operational program as used at the LQwer Mi.ss-. 
issippi River Forec.ast .Center inSl idell, .Lou.isians_, is the .option to 
limit the search for an estimator to a short. predetermined distance from 
the station, when the precipitation ,is decidedly non-uniform (showers). 
Stations may be given additiQnal weights if a station gets significantly 
more precipitation than other stations for a give~ storm, such as might 
occur in mountains. This information is called the stationl.s '!cnarac-
teri sti c. ~· 
After the hourly and daily precipitation data have been read into 
the computer, the MBP program searches the hourly data to estrimate .miss-. 
. . 
ing periods of record and distribute periods: for which only.an ·accumu-
lation val,ue is available. It then estimates the missing hourly data by 
use of the following equation: 
II I 
F 
B E 0 0 0 c 
D 








I II TV 
Figure 20. The Four Quadrants Surrounding 
Precipitation Station A 
Source: (9), p. 3-2 
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A = i;n [A .• ~ • 1 ] 
X i=l 1 ni (d. )2 . , ,x . 
1 
( )2 d .. . i ,x 
where 
A"- = the' hourly .. µrec-tpitation at the station being estimated 
i = station being used as an estimator 
n =·number of.estimators· 
Ai= hourly precipi~ation at-the estimator .station. : 
Nx = monthly.characteristi~ precipitation at the station· 
being estimated (default= 1) 
Ni = monthly characteristic precipitation at the estimat.or 
station (default·= 1) 
di ~ = ~istarice from.the. station being estimated to the 
' estimator station · 
If only an accumulation value is given, ttre hourly value is com-
puted by the foHowing equ~ation . 
where 




TX 1 ] . ,.-:- • . 2 
1 (d; ,x) .. 
Tx = the accumulative amount .at the station being distributed 
Ti = t.he total -prec~pitatfon amount ,for the periot! of missing . 
time .distribution. '. 
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If no estimator stations. are available, that hour is set equal to 
0.00, or in t~e case ·of an acc_umulative value, jt ·is left. in the last 
hour. At this point, there is a continuou_,S-- period ,of record for all 
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the hou.rly precipitation station~ which is free .of ac9umulative amount. 
indicators. 
Next,:the,~aily precipitation ~mounts are distribu~ed into hourly 
amounts by use. of the hou.rly. data. ' Thi~ iS a .two-pass operation. · On 
the fi rs.t. pass, the da 1 ly observa.ti ons. are put into. hourly amounts except 
t~at missing data is ighoredi The preceding equation is used with 
Tx =the dailypre.cipitation amount, and T1=.total precipitation·since 
the last·daily observation at ~he hourly station .used to estimate the 
missing ~aily amount. :The missing periods are then estimated and dis-. 
tributed on the second pass .. If there are no ~stimator stations,·the 
daily amount is set= 0.0. If no stations are available to distribute 
the precipitation, the undistributed precipitation iS left at the time 
of observ.ationo . At this point, .:the precipitation records ~re ·contin-
uous., having no missing. data. and no accumulative ·amount indicators; 
The MBP is then comput~d by going through the entire period ,of 
record for the area; multiplying the hourJy precipitation .bY the sta~ 
tion weight for all station~ within th.e area; and surrmi ng these products 
to ~ive a sequence of MBP values for the period~ The MBP values are 
then written on tape in si.x-ho.ur increments.·· 
Streamflow 
Mean daily flows for the basin outflow point are necessary only .as 
an aid to calibration (so tHe simulated flow can be compared with the 
observed flow to assess the accuracy of ·the simulation and fllOnitor the 
effect.of parameter changes). and a~ a basis for the generation of six .. 
hour incre111ental outflows from the basin. For a headwater basin:, .the 
NWSRFS can function without streamflow observations. However, for a 
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reach, the NWSRFS requires inflow to the reach in six~hour increments. 
The mean daily flows must be input to the program from available 
records; however, the six-hour incremental flows are generated during a 
simulation (verification) run and can be put.on computer mass storage 
for use in the downstream reach. · 
I 
Potential Evapotranspiration (PE) 
PE is th.e water loss th.at would occur if at no time there is a 
deficiency of water in the soil for the use of vegetation. Due to the 
probable error associated with computation of free-water evaporation, 
the Hydrologic Research Laboratory (HRL) assumed the PE was equal to 
free-water evaporation {although in theory PE is lower than free-water 
evaporation). PE can be computed from Class A pan evaporation data 
using the following equation~ 
where 
EL= daily lake evaporation .losses {inches/day) 
El),:: daily Cl ass A pan ev-.aporation 
: P = atmospheric pressure 
Np= proportion of advected energy {Class A pan) ~tilized for 
evaporation 
UP = daily wind movement at Class A pan height {si~ inches above 
surface)(miles/day) 
T 0 = water surface t.emperature {F) 
Ta = air temperature {F) 
If tlass A pan data are not available~ the PE can be computed from 
meteorological parameters {air temperature, dew point, daily wind move-:-
ment, and solar radiation), using the following equation, 
PE = EL =[ e(Ta - 212)(0.1024 - 0.010661.nR) _ O.OOOl + 
0.0105 (E5 - Ea) 0·88 (0.37 + o.6041Up) J -[0,015 + 
(Ta+ l98.36)"2(6.8554~ lOlO)e-7.4826/(Ta + 398.36)] -1 
where 
EL = d~ily lake evaporation losses (inches/day) 
~ = Naperian base · 
T~ = air temperature (F) 
· R = solar ·radiati'on in Langleys/day 
E = satutation water vapor pressure at T 
Es = atmospheric water vapor pressure at t 
U~ = wind movement six inches above Class A pan (miles/day) 
Since there are only about 40 solar radiation station.s in the . 
United States, it is usually necessary to be able to estim~te solar 
radiation from percent sunshine, 'where. the perce11t sunshine.= (l.Q .. 
I 
tenths of.sky coverJ(lQO). The prograin.will acc~pt solar radiation 
either in Langleys or as tenths of sky cover. 
The daily wind movement reduced from anemometer height ;to pan 
height (two ft) fol lbws the equation: 
w.here 
u1 = wind movement at pan tieight 
u2 =wind movement at station anemometer .height 
t 1 = height of pan anemometer (two ft) . z2 = height of .station anemometer 
The PE data is then placed on tape for use by the NWSRFS. Thi~ com ... 
pletes the data·requirements for the NWSRFS. 
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Experience with the NWSRFS at the Lower Mississippi River Forecast 
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Center in Slidell, Louisiana, has shown the NWSRFS is capable of accur-
ate streamflow simul.ation for normal flood forecasing when the MBP is 
accurate~ However, it has not been tested on low ·Streamfl ow prior to 
this ti.me .. 
Sacramento Model 
The mod.el descri.bed' is 1 evel eight of what the model 1 s developers 
call the GeneralizeJstreamflow Simulation System; wfi.ich was documented. 
in March, 1973 {l5). ::It attempts to simula:te strE!airiflow by simulating 
all the significant components .of the hydrolog1¢ cycle in a simplified 
manner, which is consistent with observed soil moisture profiles. Each 
variable in the model thus has a recognizable counterpart in the physi-. 
cal world, Data. inputs are for twenty-four hour. increments, as Burnash 
(15) felt that the additional costs for smaller increments were not 
justified for the average sdze basin (60 - 1200 miles). This model will 
be described through a description of its various components (see 
Figure 21 for a simplified flow chart·of the soil mo.isture accounting 
system of the model) .. 
Incident Surfa.ces 
. Rainfall is considered to fall either on 
1) permeable soil, or 
2) impepious surfaces or ch.annel cbnnected water surface.s where it 
contributes direct runoff from any size ,storm.· 
The model all~,s the. impervious area to incf'.ease as a storm pro-
gresses {a set fraction of the basin beGomes impervious area when.all 
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P = percolation 
Figure 21. S1mpl1fied Flow Chart of the Land 
the Sacramento Model 




Precipitation inc.ident upon permeab.le soil surfaces is used first 
to satisfy the water requirements of the uppermost storage area, which 
is called Upper Zone Tension (UZT)(see Fi9ure 22). UZT represents the 
water that is bound closely to the soil particles which is called 
tension water, as well as interception storage and surface detention 
storage. When the UZT storage is full, water accumulates as Upper Zone 
Free Water (UZFW). This water is not bound to soil particles and it may 
percb late to 1 ower zones or it may move. 1 atera lly through the soi 1 as 
interflow according to the following equation 
INTERFLOW = UZK·UZFWC 
.where 
UZK = UZFW storage depletion coefficient 
UZFWC = Upper Zone Free .Water Content 
Interflow cannot occur until the precipitatfon rate.exceeds the perco~ 
lati.on rate downward out of UZFW. Likewise, surface runoff will not 
occur unless the UZFW storage is full and th~ precipitation rate exceeds 
both the percolation rate and the maximum interflow drainage rate •. The 
Upper Zone thus is responsible for direct runoff, surface runoff, and 
interflow as well as supplying moisture to the Lower Zone ... 
Lower Zone 
The Lower Zo.ne is composed of two tension water storages, Primary 
and Supplemental, from which water may flow as groundwater flow--either 
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satisfy tension storage requirements, but a fraction of the water is 
directed to the free water storates before the tension water starages 
are completely full., The Primar:y·and Supplemental storages fill simul-
t~neously (althoug.h their individual inflow rates are determined by 
their relative defic.iencies), from water which has percol,ated down from 
the Upper Zone, but drain independentlj at different rates in order to 
provide a variable groundwater recessibn. ·When these storages are full, 
the inflow rate to them is limited to the outflow rate from them .. The 
percolation rate is thus seen to b~ a function of soil moisture and 
varies inve.rsely with the soil moisture (within the 1 imits imposed by 
the available water supply and the soil drainage characteristics) .. The 
maximum percolation rate occurs when the Upper Zone is full and the 
Lower Zone is empty. Thus, the recession is a function of the three 
Lower.Zone storages, and provides a recession similar to that of the 
USDAHL model (Figure 23). 
Evaporation and Evapotranspiration 
For. the areas covered by surface waters, the evaporation ·is com-
puted at the potential rate. For the remainder of the basin, the 
evapotranspiration is a function of the evapotranspiration .demand and 
the water in tension water storage~ ,Evapotranspiration occurs from the 
Upper Zone at the potential rate multiplied by the proportional loading. 
of the Upper Zone Tension Water Storage. It occurs from thelower Zone 
at a rate equal to 
(unsatisfi.ed poten···tial) (Lower·Zone Tension Water Contents evapotranspiration . · ota, Tension Water Capacity 
Discharge in Semi-logarithmic Plot - S. Fork Eel River near Miranda, California 







Streamflow supplied by free water drainages 
A = Primary Withdrawl 
B = Supplemental and Primary Withdrawal 
C = Interflow, Supplemental and Primary 
Withdrawal 
·Figure 23. Recession Plot for the Sacramento Model 





If the ratio 
Free Water Contents· exceeds the ratio Tens~on _Water co·nte~ts 
Free Water ·Capacity · · · · Tens1on Wat.er Ca.pac1_ty • · 
water is transferred from·free-water to t~ns,ion water and tbe relative 
loadings are balanced in order to mqintain· a .consistent soil moi.sture 
profile. However, a fraction of the Lower Zone Free Water is not 
available for su.ch a ,transfer :because it is considered to be below the 
root zone. ·To compe_nsate ·for the discrepancies between .observed evap ... 
oration _data and actual evapotranspiration 1 ,twelve values are entered 
as variables in order-to be able to adjust the evapotranspiration curve 
on'a monthly basis. 
:Routing 
Routing to the channel of the direct ru~off from imperyious :areas, 
surface runoff, -and interfl~w is by use of the unitgraph •. .Derivation 
of the un,itgraph is found in standard references {2)(3) .. 
Channel ,Storage 
Channel storage routing is by use of the layered Muskingum :routing . 
technique (3). The _model allows for four layers. This feature was 
designed to be omitted unless the unitgraph was obviously inad.equa.te. 
Model Accuracy 
Although virtually :no tests of the model are published, it would 
appear that this model should be capable of reasonably good ~imulatfons · 
of-flood flows. However~ its -tapabiliti.es for low-flow simulation ,are 
not yet established~ 
CHAPTER .III 
MODEL SELECTION AND BASIN DESCRIPTION 
Model Selection 
The state-of~the art indicates that use of any forecasting model 
that is not based on a simulation of the hydrologic cycle: would be a 
step backward.· This restricts the choice. to either some version of the 
Stanford Watershed Model IV or the Sacramento Model. The oecision was 
pragmatic .. The author has used the NWSRFS version of th~ SWM IV for 
streamflow simulation and daily streamflow forecasting since ·1971. 
Experience has shown it .to be an exc.ellent tool, .and to, give good results 
when the parameters are properly selected and when the observed data are 
accurate, and representative of actual cbnditions. · Since the NWSRFS has 
demonstrated its ability to simulate flood flows, it was decided to test 
its ability to simulate low flows--leaving the other models for another 
study. 
· Basin .pescri pt i,an 
One approach to selection of the basin to be tested would be to 
select one which .is kno.wn to. have very good data, and which has given· 
good results after testing. This approach was not .. used in this study,, 
because this would not be. representative of real conditions in the 
field, Rather, it was decided, to use two gage stations on the Illinois 
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River· in Oklahoma,, because this. exceptiona.ny cle.an river.is threatened. 
with the possibility of . .degradation du.e to proposed construc~ion ,of 
power and waste treatment .plants within jts watershed ·and th.ere has 
developed .the n~d to be able to proJect .. and fa.recast law .flew$ far· 
this river. 
The Illino.is River .. (see .Figur.e·.24). begins in. the ·foothills. of the 
Ozark Mountains, and then ;f'l ows, nnrtn and. then west. 'into. Lake Fral')cis • 
whi c.h ·is O. 8 mi 1 es ,above. the Watts gage. The total bas;i n is. abaut 45 
percent forests, 0.8 percent cities, and. 52.8 percent farm and grazing. 
lanq. Above Watts there, is a .,cons.iqerable amoun~ ·of farm land, alth9ugh 
ther-e are aho nume.rous steep forestsd ·slopes, principally in. t~e sau.th .. 
ern ~art -0f the basin. From Watts ta Tahlequah, the terrain.1$ mostJy 
rolling hills with steep_sl6pes, mostly forested. The fqrests ~re pre-. 
dominantly deciduous trees;. the river is rather deeply inci~.ed into its 
flood plain.for much of its ~curse~ 
Illinois River .near Watts·, Oklahoma' 
This. is a .headwater basin of p35 square miles. The avE!rqge dis-
charge from installation pf the gage in 1955 until 1972 was 525 cu .ft· 
per second (cfs), which is·equivalent to 11~30 inc~es qf·rtin~ff or 
382,500 acre-feet per year .. The .maximum discha.rge was 68,00Q, cfs.(stage 
was 25.96 feet) on July 25,.1960, and the minimum dis~harge,:w~s.8.6 cfs. 
on October 26, 1955, September 19, 1956, and October · J 4 • 195() • . : Records 
were rated d ·9·ood (within 10 :percent) by the U. S. Geologkal Survey. 
Low flows are· regulated somewhat by L'ake Francis Dam, ,w,hich is 0.8 
miles above the gage. ' The 1 ake is norma 1 ly full. Si 1 oarn ,~pri.ngs '· 
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pool near the dam. The dam is not regulated. but has an uncontrolled · 
spi 11 way. The average channel slope is 8 .. 50 ft per mile•: Annual pre .. 
cipitation for .the.basin .averages 45.0 inches. The low water control 
is a gravel riffle, whic.h is about 500 feet below the gage; however, 
aquatic: growth sorpetime~ ,ca:u~es th.is control to shift seasonally •. The 
'·:.· . . . . 
channel is straight ·for 0 .. 5 miles.''.both up and downstream fro~ ·the. gage.· 
Illinois· River near Tahlequah,. ·Oklahoma 
.The local drainage for Tahlequah is 324:~quare·miles;,while total 
drainage for the reach from Watts to Tahlequah is 959 square .miles. 
Average discharge, since gage.installation in 1935 was 842 cfs~ which .is 
11.92 inches or 610,000 acre-feet per year, while the maximum discharge 
was 150,000 cfs {27.~4 ·ft) on May.10, 1950, and the minimum discharge. 
was 0. 1 cfs October· l 0-14 1 1956; Records -are rated as good. · Channel 
slope averages 5.33 .feet per mile. Annual precipita~ion averages 44.5 
inches .. The ri~er bed is composed of gravel and roe~. The left bank. is 
high and does not overflow.·· The channel is effective as. a ·control only 
at high flows, at medium flows·control is an island 0.5 miles belpw the 
gage {rating is somewhat erratic due to the variable am.aunt of· drift. 
getti.ng caµght in t~e trees on the island), and at low flows. a gravel. 
riffle which splits around the island is the control. The Gity of 
Tahlequah has its water supply intake an.d pumping plant ·0.75, mile below 
' : . 
the gage {0.25 mile below the low and medium water coltrols). 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Calibration of-the NWSRFS 
Calibration (fitting) of a model consists of adjusting ~11 of the 
model's parameters to give the best.match of simulated versus .observed 
flow over a given period of record. A parameter optimi;zing program 
using the hill climbing technique has been developed to aid in this 
process (9)(15) and used with care there are situations in which .it can 
be of use. However, it is really useful only for optimizing the para-
meters once good values have already been determined by trial and error. 
If the parameter values that go into the optimi~ing pro~r:-am.are not 
already good values, the program will proceed to climb the wrong hill 
and the result will' be a worse fit than ·before. In many cases, the rush 
to get the model fit to a given basin combined with monetary constraints. 
results in the use pf the already 11 good 11 parameters. In the operational 
field, pragmatism is the rule of .the day and, although it is desirable 
to fit a basin to the limits of the accuracy of the model and the data, 
this may be a somewhat lengthy process,· and when the rains come, a basin 
that is operationally ready, although fit with parameters that are only 
11good, 11 is certainly preferable to a basin that is n0t operationally 
ready. Obtaining good parameter values is al so a l earni ns expert ence . 
for the analyst. As he changes the parameters and sees how the . 
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simulation .changes,.he gai.ns understanding .of·the hydrologic character"". 
isti.cs of the J:>asin. · So the skill ,and knowledge of the user also can 
increase. through use of the model . . Thus; the process of pa rarpeter 
· development is essenti all.y a manua 1 process, al though the parameter 
optimizing ,prog~am .can be useful ... 
With the larger flows, th.e rainfalJ is usually more unifor111, the 
errors are smaller (proportionall.y),, and stages change less for a given. 
'discharge increment th.an for low flows.· Low flows are mostly the result· 
of· groundwater flow with the addition of some. runoff produced by sma 11 
storms,, which by their nature are. spatially less uniform.· Monito~ing. 
low flow proce$Ses is also more difficult th.an high flow pti'ocesses. 
These indicate ·th.at the probleni .of fitting a model for ·low flows ~may be 
more difficult ,than for high flows. Total hydrograph reconstitution 
takes more wqrk than just fitting the rises, and is a real:test of the 
validity of ·the model as well as the accuracy of the data. 
. .• r" . 
Since low flows have be.en of no real concern, they h.ave be.en of 
little interest in operational model fitting .. up to this ,:time.: As a. 
result, the tendency has been to obtain a good fit forrises~-especially 
the more significant rises--and 'nat worry too much about h>W ·flows. 
Some have even found it diffi-cult to. do otherwise. The :approach has 
sometimes been to.fit the larger rises well then quit unles~ th~ fit at 
lower flows was unusually .bad .. · It may be that this .is backwarqs., The 
' ' ' 
small ,rises--the little events-~ofteh· tell us more about the h.Y9l'.1ologic 
characteris~ics of a basin than .the large events; where .much pf the 
detail is. lost.. Most sim.ulations· have been made using hYQr:-ograph 
plot.ting scales at which low flow events are hidden, so are :not:usually. 
noticed •. ·· Experience has s.hown that a basin can be fit with :diffe.rent 
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sets of parameters, many of which are hydrologically unsound, and.that 
can easily happen if low flow events are ignored. 
The ca 1 i brat ion .of the NWSRFS i nvol v.es a series ·of steps that are 
not rigidly ord.ered, ·although it will -become ·obv.ious. that certain .steps 
mus·t. precede certain oth~r.-steps. ·Although the whole procedure will be 
discussed as it was-applied to. the two basins_ on the Illinoi.s ·River, 
the procedµres will' be applicable to other ~asins. This section ~ill 
outline the procEi!dures necessary to make sim1:1lation (verification} runs 
using the NWSRFS., This will be accomplish~d by discussing ~he data· 
preparation procedures and the initial selection and modifica~ion pf 
parameters required.to fit the 1basins. 
Raw-Data· 
The raw hourly (observations every.hour) and.daily (opserva.tions · 
onc.e each-24 hours) precipitation data may be obtained on magretic tape· 
for each state frd~ the National Climatic Center, Ash~ville,.North 
Carolina, 2aa.bl. This data is available in the Office of Hyqrology, 
format, which must be reformatted to a.standard tape.format by use of 
the program HRTAPE.. · Ordering information_ for the data as well, as a. 
listi,ng of the program HRTAPE is found in NWS HYDRO 14 (19) .in Appendix· 
B •. Raw mean daily discharge recqrds, either on tape or cards, are 
available for _each state from the U. S. Geological Survey., Water· 
Resources Division,, .Washingta_n,: D. C. This data must be converted to . 
the standard tape format by use of the program DAILYF., which ',is-listed 
in reference ( 9) ,. Append.ix D. 
Mear:idaily P~.data.is·availab.le in- the standard forma;t.·either on 
tape or .cards.for-_40 ·stations·in .the U. s. from the Research and 
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Development Laboratory, Office of Hydrology, National Weather Service, 
Silver .Springs, Maryland. 
Data thht is on standard format cards must be converted to stand-· . I . . . 
ard format tape by use of program NWSRFS2, NWS HYDRO 14 describes the 
standard format for cards in Appendix A, and gives a listing ofNWSRFS2.· 
in Appendix E. l. · By obtaining the data .from .the sources and processing 
them, the raw data can be made ready for processing by the MBP·program 
and/ or comfjh ni ng onto one data tape (as described in the fallowing 
' 
sections.), 
MBP Computation Prqcedure 
The method normally used for computation of the average areal pre-· 
cipita~ion uses the Grid Point weighting system (the MBP program also 
computes Thiessen weights). The first step in this procedure is tQ. cal-
culate the Grid Point weights for all of the precipitation stations~ 
Station1Weight.Computation. 
Once the basin to be calibrated has been selected, the next step 
is to outline the basin on ,a map such as· the U. S. Geological Survey 
1:250,000 scale topographical charts. ·Then overlay the outlinec! basin 
with a transparent 80 by 80 grid place.d so that the 1-.l po1int is in the 
upper · 1 eft corner (Figure 25) . If more than one· near 1 y basin is tq be 
calibrated, time may be saved .by·overlaying up to ten basins at a time. 
A map of the basin is th.en prepared by assigning a 11 l 11 to every grid 
intersectio~t~at falls within the. basin outline, and inputting this map 
line by line to the program. Each horizontal line is represented by an 
80-column computer card, with the 11 l 11s punched at their proper locations .• 
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Figure 25. Grid Placement for 
Basin Gridding 
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Eighty such cards are required for each basin (some cards may be blank). 
The same grid overlay should then be rotated 90 degrees so that the 1-1 
point is at the 1 ower 1 eft corner (Figure 26) ... Using thi~ grid arrange• 
ment, the X-Y coordinates of each precipitation station can then be 
determined.. The basin grid map and the precipitation .station X-Y coor-
dinates are then entered into the MBP program and the Grid Point weights 
are computed for each of the stations used., A listing of input data 
instructions, sample.input deck, and a sample output listing are cqn-
tained on pages C-2 through C-15 of.NWS HYDRO 14 (9), so this informa-
tion will not be duplica~ed in this report .. The MBP program as well as 
all of the programs mentione.d in this report can be obtained fr.om the 
Office of Hydrology, National .Weather Service, NOAA, Silve.r. Spring, 
Maryland, 20910. 
MBP. Computation for.Each Basin 
Once the station weights were determined, each station. (with a 
weight greater than 0.0) together with its Grid Point weight and the 
precipitation data (both hourly and daily) for the desired period of 
record (in this cas, 10/63-9/71) was used as input to the MBP program; 
then the MBP for the basin was computed and written on magnetic tape 
in the required format as a continuous record of six-hour incremental 
MBP, 
In order to be able to define the rainfall patterns more precisely, 
the NWSRFS allows a basin to be ~iyided into sub-areas for MBP compu-
tations. According to Morris (16), this can significantly i~prove the 
simulation accuracy for non-uniform precipitation events. The Watts 
and Tahlequah basins were both divid,ed into two basins each, giving a 
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Figure 26. Grid Placement for Pre-
cipitation Station 
Coordinates 
total of four MBP areas for the two basins (fi.gure 27). The weights 
for each of the four zones are given in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
MBP AREA ASSIGNM8NTS AND HISTOGRAMS FOR WATTS AND TAHLEQUAH 
" \ 
Illinois River n.ear Watts, O.klahOfrta. .. 
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Histogram Element Number . 
Histogram Element {fraction) 
MBP Area Assignment 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
. 037 . 195 . 262 . 249 . 156 . 077 . 022 . 001 
l l l . 2 ' 2 2 2 2 
Illinois River,near Tahletjuah, Oklahoma 
Histogram Element ~umbqr 
Histogram Element (fraction) 
MBP ·Area Assignment . 
Histogram Element Number 
Histogram Element (frB:ction) 
MBP Area Assignme~t 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
.001 .030 .140 .300 .270 .121 .050 .029 
3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 
9 10 11 12 13 14 
.022 .018 ~013 .Q03 .002 .001 
4 . 4 . 4 4 4 4 
Potential Evapotranspirat.ion .(PE) Computation 
The PE data was. obtained ,on car-9s from the Fort ·Worth River Fore-
cast ·Center in Fort' Worth, Texas. The station used was the Class A pan 
'. 
at Fort·Gibson Dam, Oklahoma. 
Streamflow Computation · 
The mean daily flows for .Watts and Tahlequah were extraeted, as 
discuss'ed under Raw Data; from data tapes obtained from the U. S. 
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Figure 27 MBP z • ones 
Geological Survey. The six-hour incremental inflow into the reach 
below Watts was generated by the simulation run at Watts, placed on 
temporary disk storf)ge, and.used by Tahlequah. 
Combined Data Tape 
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As extracted, the data·is on three or four different tapes~" :In. 
order to reduce the number of tapes, thereby increasing the efficiency 
of· the program; a 11 of the data for the two fl ow points were put on one 
data tape by a program called SUPRTP (Appendix E.2 of NWS HYDRO 14 (9) 
contains a listing of SUPRTP). SUPRTP takes the data on two-four dif-
ferent tapes and cqmbines them on. one tape in month-size .block.s; 
At this point, all of .the data required for Watts and Tahlequah,. 
except for the six-ho.ur incremental outflow from Watts, was on one data 
tape. In this caJe, both Watts and Tahlequah were simulat~d sequentially 
in one computer run, and the six~hour outflow from Watts wa? generated 
during ea.ch run; placed in temporary storage on di.sk files, and used 
when required for the Tahlequah sim1,1lation .. 
Channel Time Delay Hi~togram 
The method used to route flow fram the local surfac.e •rea of a. 
basin to its outflow point is the time delay histqgram. This ,essen- .. 
tially divides the basin into zones of equal travel time (each zone 
having a different travel time)· .. In figure 27, the Illinois River basin 
is divided into four zones, one through four, whose average trav.el time 
would be 6-24 hours .. The histogram gives the fraction of the flow from 
each of the four zones .. To account for areal var.iatton in runeff, .each. 
element of the histogram can have its own separate soil moisture 
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accounting system (and MBP aY'ea). For this study, each of ·the two 
basins was divided into two zones. (Fi-gure 27) i The assignment of the 
histogram el eme.nts for Watts and Tahlequah is given in' Table IV. The~e 
h-istogram ya l ues were computed by the Tulsa.; Oklahoma River Fo~ecast · 
Center staff during initial1za:tion of these .basins. 
The method of developing • histogram is based on the .derivation pf 
' 
the unitgraph for that basin~ The -first step is to dertv~ the unttgraph 
for· the basin [the .. unitgraph deriv~t1on technique is descr.ibed. by 
Lindsley, -Kohler. and Paulhus ~2)(3)] .. ·This !Jni_tgraph will contain 
only direct runoff,. The histpgram ordinates can then be calculated by 
backrouting the unitgraph by using the following mathematical rEtlation-
ship 
where 
I = histogra!TI Qrdinate 
K-3 
_ Oi + l - K+3 · 
I - . K - 3 
l - K + 3 
O; = i nstantaneou,s out.flow at the ;time, i _ 
K = six-hour storage constant (the normal range of K is frorn 
six to twelve hours, with nine hours being t~e normal 
first guess •. K must be greater tban 3.0J 
The histogram elements·used in the NWSRFS are simply normali~eq,values 
of ·I. This procedure has been computerized at the Lower Mississi_ppi 
River Forecast Center, .Slidell, Loutsiana .• 
Selection of Initial Parameter and Soil Moisture 
Values and the Effect of Changes Leading · 
to the Final Values 
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The initial .as well as the final parameters and soil moisture 
values are found in Table V •. · The final 1 parameters were developed 
mostly by the Tulsa River Forecast Center, while the Final, 2 parameters 
resulted from this study. Both are presented in orde~ to illustrate 
that different parameter sets can give similar results (both good); . 
however, only the Final 2 values will be discussed. Values for the 
Illinois River. near Watts and Tahlequah, Oklahoma, will be identified by 
the names Watts and Tahlequah, respectively. 
Each of the parameters required for the model will pe di s.cu,ssed in 
alphabetical. order. The initial. values for each of these pa~ameters 
were determined by one of four,rnethods: 
1) calculation using equations derived from observable watershed 
hydrologic characteristics 
2) parameters transferred.;from.a nearby basin which was already 
ca 1 i bra.ted 
3) knowledge of the hydrologic.response of the basin, and 
4) parameters taken from a set of typical values (Table VI) .. 
Discussion of initial parameter derivation will be limited to tho.se 
that can be calculated. 
Parameter A 
11A11 is the percent of the total watershed area covered by lakes,. 
streams,.and impervi6us areas (excluding ~~eas such as isolated rock 
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TABLE V 
INITIAL AND FINAL PARAMETER VALUES · 
Illinois· River. 
near Watts, Oklahoma 
Illinois' River 
near Tahlegu~h, ·O~lahcima 
Initial Intti~l Initial Final 1 Final, 2 · 
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The histograms ·and lag _curve! were unchanged from initial to final .run 
Histogram - Watts: 0.037; 0.195,_0.262, 0.24'9, 0.156, 0.077 
0.022, ff.DOT 
Histogram - Tahlequah: O.OOl, 0.030, 0.140, 0.300, 0.270~ 0.121, 
0.050, 0.029, 0.022, 0.018, .0.013, 0.002, 
Tahlequah LAG and K~, 
0.0.0l ' 
Variable Lag {hours) - Final 1: · 44.-0· 33.0 18.0 18.0 
· - Final 2: 56.0 33.0 la~o 18.0 
Flow -{Cfs) 
Variable K {hours) 
Flow {cfs) 
· - -B'oth: 0.0 500.0 1000.02000.0 
- Both: 12. 0 9. 0 9. 0. 120 ... 12. 0 
- Both: 0.0 1500.0 7100.0 10000.0 25000.0 
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TABLE VI 
TYPICAL INITIAL PARAMETER VALUES AND RANGES 
Typical 








8 GAGE PE 
(PEADJ) 
9 GWSI 
























33 UZSI · 
34 UZSN 
35 VWARP 
0.003 0. 001 - 0.005 
0. 150 O.Q50 - 0.350 
1.100 0. 500 - 1. 500 
o.~so 0.250 - 0.750 
10150 0.900 - L500 
0.400 0.200 - 0.900 
0' 170 O.lOO - Oo500 
1. 000 l. 000 - 1. 000 
0.000 o.ooo - 0.000 
N/A 0 .400 • 2 I 000 
0.910 0.820 - 0.990 
9.000 6.000 -12.000 
2.500 0.700 -12.000 
l .000 1. 00 - 1.000 
0.000 0.001 - 0.010 
0.000 0.000 - 0.250 
0.280 0.200 - 0.350 
0. 100 0.050 - 0.150 
0.010 0.003 - 0.150 
COMPUTE 2.000 - 6 .. 000 
8.500 4.000 ~12.000 
0.000 ! 0.0 -60.0 
40.0 0.0 -60.0 
10000 1.000 - 1.000 
2.000 0.5QO - 3.000 
0.000 o.ooo - 0.000 
0.000 0.000 - 0.000 
COMPUTE OolDO - 0.500 
o.9oo o.aoo - o.950 
0.000 0.000 - 0.000 
15000 lOO.O - 200.0 
46.0 30.0 - 55.0 
0.000 0.000 - 0.000 
0.250 0.050 - 0.400 
N/A 0.700 - 2.000 
From histogram program:CSSR = ~~i~~ 
See Table 
Start run during dry weather 
See Table 
KSl = 3(1+CSSR)/(1-CSSR) 
80% of 11A11 
See Table 
LKK6 = 1.0 (datly ·recession)0·25 
LZSN = O.S(LZSN) 
Start run during dry weather 
Start run during dry weather 
_ GWF for'.first day of run 
SWGI --(LKK6){107.7)(basin area 
Start run dur.i ng dry weather 
Start run during dry weather . 
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outcrops, .building, or ro:ads). Runoff.from this area:reaches the str:eam 
almost immediately (withi·n one hour). It i~ a sensiti.ve parameter .,both 
in ·respect to vol um:~ as well as hydrograph response, but its effects are. 
primarily on small rises and the initial porti6~s·of larger rises (when. 
11 A11 1s increased, the small rises increase). 11A11 for Watts and Tahle-. . 
quah was incr,eased from :o.ooo to 0.001 and 0~002, respectively. _because 
some impervious. area is pr,esent in all ·basins, without exception,- and is 
needed to simulate the amall. rises properly. As a minimLITl, 11A11 must r~p- . 
resent the stream su.rfaces themse.lves. Above 0.002, the small~r rises .. 
become exc.essi.ve on the Illinois ·River. so nA 11 was finalized ·at 0.002 ... 
CB 
11 CB 11 '.is the index to. infi:ltr~tfon. · It is the one-hour. infi,ltra,tion 
rate ( i nches/,hour,) when Lower Zone Storage (LZS) is at its m>mi na 1, ca pa- · 
city (LZSN). It is a ·very sensitive parameter; small changes Qf CB pro-
duce large hydrograph changes as well as moderate annual volume ch~nges. 
Decreasing CB increases the wave amplitude and causes the peaks to occur 
earlier .and higher due.to the increased fast·response flow. The initial 
values of CB for Watts (0.99) and Tahlequah·(0.106) were increased to 
0.120 and 0.150, respectively, in. order to reduce ~xcessivel' high peak 
flows~ Table VII gives initial CB values based on, soil permeaq.ility. 
TJ.\BLE VII 
INITIAL CB. VALUES 






0.10 - 0.20 
o~.25 ·,;, ·o~ 50 
cc 
interflow 
11 CC 11 is th.e ratio -su_r....,· f..-a-.ce-r-un....,..o....,· f"""'f • 
tribution of the flow, not the volume. 
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It influences the time .di.s- . 
It is only moderately sensitive. 
If CC is decreased, the proportion of surface runoff increiises and the 
hydrograph peaks become higher, sharp,er,. and slightly earlier; however, 
only the storm hydrograph is affected, not dry weather flow.·· The ini-
tial value of CC for ~atts (0.857) was increased to 1.400 because there 
was a :need for more i nterflow during the faJl i ng limb of· the hydro"'.' 
graph, while Tahlequah (l.200) was reduced to 1.000 ·due to excessive 
interflow . 
. EHIGH 
11 EHIGH" is the maximum value of the annual evapotranspiration (ET) 
curve (figure 28). · EHIGH, is reached after the number of days ·gi:ven by 
STHIGH, and it remains .there for the number of days given qy NOUR. As 
EHIGH is increased, the ET losses increase. Its effect is seasonal, and 
its reaction is usually only moderately sensitive, although there are 
times when the ET curve is at EHIGH when. the storm simµlati9n becomes 
markedly sensitive to EHIGH changes. All ET curve parameters should be 
similar for a given region~ All inftial values for Watts {P.~30) and 
Tahlequah (1.250) were increased to 1.500 and 1.300, re~pectively, 
because the in.itial ET losses were too low during the.~ummer. 
ELOW 
11 ELOW 1 is the IT)inimum value of the annual ET curve (Figure· 28), 
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there for the number of days given by NEP. As <ELOW is decreased, the 
ET losses decrease during the period of ELOW, but it is only moderately 
sensitive .. Initial values of ELOW can be taken from Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII 









The initial values for Watts (0.20 and Tahlequah (0.300) were reduced 
to 0.080 and 0.150, respectively, because the ET was too.high during 
winter. 
EPXM 
11 EPXM 11 is the maximum interception storage (inches). It is !JlOder-. 
ately sensitive for small rises, -but has relatively little effect on 
large rises. Increasing EPXM reduces the small rises. When the small 
rises are more predominant during one period of the year, EPXM exerts.a 
seasonal effect. It has little effect on the annual flow volume. Table 
IX gives initial values for EPXM based on basin characteristics. Table 
IX illustra~es the greater effect that EPXM has on lower-flows than 
higher flows. Table IX shows the seasonal effect of EPXM changes. The 
initi~l EPXM value for Watts (0.350) was reduced to 0.200 to increase the 
small rises, while Tahl~quah (0.840) was not changed significantly (0~850). 
TABLE IX 






Many fa.rm ponds . ·. 
Many natural ponds .. 
· · EXPCM ti rtches 1 
'0.10 
0.020-0.130 
O. lS - 0.·20 
1.50 
0.30 or. greater 
TABLE. X 
EXAMPLE OF CHANGE IN LAYE~ BIAS DUE TO INCRf:AS.E IN EPXM 
Flow 
Interval . Per.cent Bi as. Percent Bi as • 
(cfs) EXPM·= • l 00 EXPM ='I 500 Percent Change· 
29-177 +23.7 -21.3 -45.0 
177-645 +16.8. -15 .3 -32 I l ;· 
645-1761' +2.8 -14.4 -17.2 
1761-4000 -4.3 -15.6 ... 14,3 
' 
4000-8003 -9.8 -17.3 -7.5 




EXAMPLE OF CHANGE IN MONTHLY BIAS DUE TO INCREAS'E:-IN EPXM . . I , . 
Percent B1as Percent .Bias· .. Percent 
Month ·· EXPM = .100 EXPM = · .500 Change· 
Oct·· +21~2 . -30.8 -52.0 
Nov -39.7 -52.2 -12.5 
Dec -1.512 -36. 5, 21.3 
Jan - .3· -21,2 -20 •. 9 
Feb +.l -6.7 -6.8 
Mar -.5 -21.3 . -20.8 
Apr -2.1 -24.8 -22.7 
.May -4.6 .. -15.7 -11.1 
Jun +39.9. -4.3 -44.2 
Jul +34.8 -5.8 -40.6 
Aug +l 1.1 -17~7. -28.8. 
Sep +18 .. 6 -12.5 -31. l . 
GA6EPE 
11 GA6EPE 11 move~ ·the entire ET curve higher pr lower.:· It should .be 
used only· if ·ther~. is a· .significant bia:S in the Potential Evapotrans- ·· 
piration ,(PE) data. Normally, GAGEPE is left at 1.000, as it ·was for. 
Watts ,nd .Tahlequah. This is. an extremely .sensitive p~rameten small . 
changes produce 1 arge hydrograph and annua.l volume .chang~s •.. Increasing · 
GAGPE fncreased the ET; thereby d~creasJng the flow. 
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GWsI· 
11 GWSI 11 is th,e initial groundwater slope. · It is normally assumed to 
be 0.000 because the run is normally begun during dry weather {as was . 
done with Watts and Tahlequah). 
KGS 
11 KGS11 is the six-hour groundwater carryover. It is one of the par- . 
ameters allowing variable groundwater recession.. It is an index to the 
time required to reach fair weather recession. Initial KGS values 
should be set according to Table XII. 
TAijLE. XII 
INITIAL KGS VALUES 
Time to Reach Fair 
Weaiher Recession 





0.97 - 0.98 
0.94 - 0.96 
0.90 - 0.93 
0.85.- 0.90 
I 
The initial val.ue fo.r Watts {0.993) was reduced to 0.820 in order· 
to reduce the rate of groundwater recession.. Tahlequah, at 0.837, was 
not changed. 
KSl 
11 KSl 11 ·is the channel storage recession .Parameter. It represents the 
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histogram lag, .and is normally between 6.0 and 9.0 hours, having a mini-
mum value of:.3.0 and a normal maximum of 12.0 {if greater than 12.0; 
the histogram should be rev1sed}. · It 1s computed from the CSSR value. 
(obta1ned from the· h1stograrn computat1on .Program) by use of the fol 1ow-
1ng equat1on 
KSl = 3(1.0 + CSSR)/{1.0 - CSSR) 
or a starting value of 9.0 is assumed {as was done for Watts). Watts 
KSl was not changed.from-9.0 during the run. Tahlequah's KSl was set 
an:d left at 0.0 due to use of variable K for that basin. 
KV 
11 KV 11 is the.major parameter allowing a variable recession .for the 
groundwater flow {other parameters are KGS and IKK6) •. The larger KV· 
is, the steeper .the r~Gession .is. KV has little effect on volµme, and. 
only a moderat~ effect on the hydrograph shape •. The initial values for 
Watts {0.439) and nihlequah {2.176{ were not changed .. 
Kl 
11 Kl 11 is the adjustment factor for MBP that js uniformly too high or . 
too 1 ow. Raising Xl . i.ncreases the amoun~ of MBP a 1 ong wi t,h the annua 1 
flow volume.:. This is a very sensitive ,parameter that is n0,rmal.ly set 
to 1. 00 {as was done ·for Watts and. Tah 1'.equa.h) . 
. K24EL 
''K24El 11 is th.e fractio.n of ·the total watershed area from wh;ich ET· 
occurs ·at the potential rate. It is the percent of, the watershed. with 
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shallow ~roundwater that is within reach of vegetation. 
Initial values of K24EL are usually set at O.QOO,.as was done for Watts 
and Tahlequah.' Only Tahlequah was changed (to 0.007 to reduce the 
grour:idwater flow .in the summer). 
K24L 
"K24L··" is the percent .. of groundwater inflow that percolates to deep 
(inactive) groundwater .storage •. · It is the percent of groundwater re-· 
charge assigned to deep perco lat i-on. · _An increase of K24L decrea!?es 
flow, .. but the annual losses are normally smal.l compared with rainfall. 
It is a moderately sensitive param~ter. It provides a way of reducing 
the groundwater flow in a relative uni.form manner •. The initial values 
for _Watts (0.0,70) and Tahleq1.1ah (0.100) were reduced to 0.000 to reduce 
excessive groundwater losses. 
K3 
"K3" .is the ind~x -to the actual ET losses. It is a sensit,ive para"'.'· 
meter that has considerable effect on flow volumes as well as t:iydrograph 
shape. Initi~l values shou.ld be either selected from Table XIII or set 
using a similar basin •. 
TABLE XII I 












The initial values for Watts (0.473) and Tahlequah (0.300) produced too 
high ET losses, so were reduced to 0.300 and 0.280, respectively .. 
LIRC6 
"LIRC6" is the intetflow (medium response runoff) routing coeffi-· 
cient; it is the precent of interflow detention ~torage reaching the 
channel each six hours.· It is normally set. at 0.900 and not varied 
during calibration,, its effect being compensated for by other para-
meters--mainly CC; Other work, however, in. di ca.ted other val u.es tor . . 
' 
these basins.· Watts and Tahlequah were set to o .. 060 and 0.080;. respec- . 
tively, and not changed. 
LKK6 
"LKK611 ·is the. complement of the six-hour. fair weather groundwater 
re.cession coefficient .. It is the percef')t of groundwater storage that 
reaches the channel each six hours when KV = 0.0. · The initial value for. 
LKK6 is normally computed by the .eguatfon 
1 
LKK6 = 1. 0 - (KK24 )'4 
where . 
KK24 is the 24-hour recession coefficient:= today's flow/yesterday's 
flow. If LKK6 is reduced, groundwater flow recessio.n will be slowed, 
resulting in flatter, higher recession hydrographs. The initial values 
for Watts (OL007) and Tahlequah (0.014) were both changed to 0.010•-
Watts because the groundwater recessiqn was too rapid, .and Tahlequah. 
because the recession was not rapid-enough. 
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LZSI 
11 LZSI 11 is the initial amount (inches) of water held in lower zone 
storage (lzs). : It is normally set equal to o. 5(LZSN) due to begin.ni·ng 
the run during dry weather; however, Table XIV gives values for other 
conditions., Since LZSI simply provides a starting place for LZS, a 
LZSI of the proper magnitud.e will suffice. · By the end of the first·. 
30-60 days, its effect will be minimali 
LZSN 
TABLE XIV 




Normal, Precip.itation , 
Above Normal Preci itation 
0. 50 (LZSN) ·· 
0.75 LZSN) 
1.00 LZSN) 
1. 25 . LZSN 
11 LZSN 11 is the nomina.l lower zone storage capacity (inches). It is 
about one-half of maximum LZ capacity, . It is a sensitiv.e parameter that 
has a major~ffect on the Volume. If LZSN is decreased, the annual flow 
volume increases, hydrograph peaks become sharper and higher; recession 
becomes more rapid; and infiltration .is decrea~ed .. The initial val.ues 
for both Watts (8.500) and .Tahlequah (10.00) were reduced to 7.500 and 
9~000, respectively, in order to optain more fast response runoff and 
thereby raise the crests of rises. 
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NEP 
11 NEP 11 is the. number of days the ET -curve remains at .ELOW. · It is 
normally set equal to .zero and changed on1y if an analysis of se!lsonal 
bias indicates a need for an adjustment. The initial values of zero 
for both Watts and Tahlequah were unchanged •. 
·NDUR 
"NDUR 11 is the number, of days that the ET curve remains :at EHIGH. ·. It 
represents the averag.e duration of the maximum or neqr maximum growing 
activity. It is normally set by use of a nearby basin, and-changed . '. 
after analysts of the simulation for seasonal bi~s. · All ET curv~ para~ 
meters should be similar for adjacent basins .. Both Watts and Tahlequah 
'were. not Ghanged from their initiiil value of 46.0. 
POWER 
11 POWER 11 determines·the slope of the infiltriition curve; the larger 
POWER is the faster-infirtratiori. ~ates change.·as the wetness ratio 
(LZS/LZSN) changes (Figure 18). It is moderately sensitive in respect 
to hydrograph shape, but has little effect on the annual flow volume; 
The.initiiil value ,for Watts (l.388) was in~reased to 2.500 in order to 
give more infiltration during dry conditions and less during wet condi-
tions. Tahlequah was not changed fro!IJ 0.450 • 
. RESI 
''RESI 11 is the initial surface detention storage in incnes. It is 
normally set equal to 0.000 because the run is started during dry 
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weather. Watts and Tahlequah were both set equal to 0.000. 
SCEPI 
11 SCEPI 11 is the initial interception storage in inches. Since the 
fun is normally started during dry weather, SCEPI is normally set equal 
to 0.000, as was done for Watts and Tahlequah. 
SGWI 
11 SWGI 11 ·is the initial groundwater storage in inches. It is computed 
I 
from the following equation: 
SWGI - · 
SRCl 
roundwater fl ow for the first da of the run 
LKK6 07. Basin Area 
11 SRCl 11 is the fast response (surface detention) flow routing coeffi-
ci9nt; it is the percent of calculated potential fast response (surface 
detention) flow that reaches the channel each hour. It was set at 
0.900 for both Watts and Tahlequah and not changed .. 
SRGXI 
11 SRGXIn is the initial interflow detention storage in inches. It 
is normally set eq~al to 0.000, because the run starts during dry 
weather, as was done for Watts and Tahlequah. 
STHIGH 
11 STHIGH" is the Julian date on which the ET curve.reaches EHIGH, 
which is the date when the watershed vegetation reaches its maximum 
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growing .activity (about April l for southern basins, and about May 15 
for northern basins}. ·It is usually set according .to nearby basins and" 
changed after analysis of the sirnulation run for seasonal bias. The 
initial and final values for.Watts and Tahlequah were 171 days. 
STLOW 
11 STLOW 11 is the Julian date on which the ET curve reaches ELOW. · It . . . ' ' 
is normally set according to nearly basins (the most common. date is 46}, .. 
and changed after analysis of the data for seasonal bias~ The. initial 
and final dates for Watts and Tahlequah were 46 days. 
UZSI 
11 UZSI 11 is 1 the initial upper zone storage in inches. It is nqrmally 
set equa 1 to 0. 000, s i nee the run usually starts during dry w.eather. 
Watts and Tahlequah were both. set to 0.000. 
UZSN 
11 UZSN 1.' is the nominal upper zdne storage .capacity; i~ is about equal 
to 1/3 of the maximum storage capaci.ty .. It includes·both.surface 
depressi.on storage as well as storage in the soil profile near the soil. 
surface. It is a very sensitive parameter that has a major effect on 
the annual flow volume, as well ·as small rises. Decreasing UZSN 
incr:eases smaller rises and the beginning of larger ris~s. UZSN is 
normally larger·than EPXM. If there is a de.ep litter layer, UZSN 
varies from 0.75-1.00. If the soil is permeable, .UZSN varie,s from 0.10-
0.25. The initial value for Watts (0.330} was increased slightly to. 
0.380- to decrease the amp.litude of small rises, while Tahlequah (.900} 
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was decreased to .800 to increase the magnitude of the small rises. 
LAG 
11 LAG 11 ·is the amount of conatant lag for the rea,ch from Watts to 
Tahlequah~ It was set to 0.00 because all of the lag was accounted for 
by the variable lag (Table V). 
The NWSRFS was calibrated for Watts and Tahlequah using an eight-
year period of .record--Water Years ,(October through September) 1964-. 
1971. This period of record includes dry, wet, as well, as average· 
years., In the Appendix will be. found a one.;.year sample of the output 
hydro.graphs, .the actual computed (simulated) and observed meqn daily. 
flows (cfs), and the mean, basin pre,cipitation for each day. The period 
of record displayed was chosen to include a period with low flow values; 
these are not necessarily the years in which the fit was optimum. In 
fact, the simulation for Watts for that period is not extr,mely ~ood 
but it does illustrate problems such as non-representative mean basin 
p~ecipitation .and streamflbw measurements as well as the ,fact that there, 
is some degree of regulation of low flows resulting fr.om the dam and 
waterfall upstream at Lake Francis., Data for the whole period of 
record, howev~r; does show that the overall fit for. Watts is reasonably 
good. Seasonal bias is also ~uite in evidence for that year, which . 
suggests that a more, flexible methpd of defining the seasonal potential 
evapotranspiratton would be useful in obtaining a better fit. · More work 
' . ':' . ' . 
would enable a better.'fit at Watts. The simulation .for Tahlequah, how-
ever, is noticeably better than for Watts. Low flow simul.aticm inape-. 
quacies for Tahlequah are·due primahly to inadequate mean basin pre-. 
cipitation. ·Peak flows are not optimum for TaJ1lequat1for this year, but· 
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they are better during years with higher flows.·. The need for ·better 
seasonal potential evapotranspiration definition is also apparent for· 
I' 
Tahlequah •. The output for Tahlequah begins in November rather than in 
October, because Water Year 1964 was the first year of the run, and the 
sotl moisture balance had not yet stabili~ed durihg October. 
With the model calibrated for both Watts and Tahlequah, .. the NWSRFS 
may now be used for forecasting streamflow, for deve.loping additional 
period Si ,of records; and for examining the hydro l og,i c effects of changes 
to the watersheds. As there is much interest in ~eveloping records of 
extreme values of streamflow for these basins, it shoul9 be noted that 
this can now be done by .simply running the model using synthetic data. 
For a syntheti~ record of low flows, mean basin precipit~tion and 
potential evapotranspiration data reflecting drought conditions can be 
generated for as ·long a period as desired and used. with t~e NWSRFS to 
produce the desired low flow records~ In fact; synthetic stweamflow 
records of any desired length for any desired climatic conditions can 
be generated simply by using the appropriate mean basin and p9tential 
evapotrarispiration data. Watersh~d changes can also now be examined, by 
changing some of. the· parameters and running the model. For example, . 
extensive deforestation could be simuJated by reducing EPXM, arid exten-
sive cr.eation of impervious areas could be simulated by increa~ing A. 
Vardous combina.tions can be created by thoughtful variation of the para..,· 
' \ - - ' ' . ' . 
meters which will cover most changes possible to a watershed, both for 
past periods of record/as well as for gener,ted future records. 
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Discussion of the Calibration 
The process of calibrati~g a model to a basin can be a long, tedious 
process that has no clear-out ending point. ~orma11y, the analyst must 
establish criteria that will tell him when to stop. Jhe criteria are 
usually time, money, or goodness ... of-fit. · The limiting resource for this 













MODEL FIT.BY FLOW INTERVALS FOR TAHLEQUAH 
WATER YEARS 1964-1971 
Number of • -Observed Simulated Mean 
Observed Mean Fl ow · Flow (¢fs): 
Cases (cfs) (1) (2) 
6 32 35 35 
199 . 69 72 ~ 70 
891 13~\ 130 125 
573 287 287 278 
487 552 549 536 
370 943 885 873 
201 1518 1473 1955 
195 4287 4205 4116 
Percent 
Bias 
( l ) (2) 
9.4 9.4 
4.3 1.4 
4.4 8 .1 







MODEL FIT BY FLOW INTERVAL FOR WATTS 
WATER YEARS 1964-1971 . 
, 
Flow Number·of Observ:ed Simulated, Me·an. 
Interval Observed Mean Flew Ffow Percent 
(cfs) ·. Cases (cfs·) (cfs) ·Bias 
0-88 522 67 66 -1.4 
88-200· 911 135 144 6.3 
200-399 545 286 336 14.9 
399-727 508 535 552 3.2 
727-1234 226 921 855 -7~2 
1234-19.83 105. 1528· 14l9. -7.l 
Above 1983 105. . 4206 2990 -28. l 
The U. s. Geolog,ical, Survey rates the acRuracy of measurem.ents 
taken at .the two stations a:s 0 good, 11 which .represents ·an accuracy withi,n. 
ten! percent. Accordingly, it was.decided that a fit that yielded biases. 
less than.ten percent would be acceptable. Inspection of Tables XV 
and .XVI sh.ows .that :the fit obtained for Tahlequah: is .thus acceptable, 
while the fit for Watts is outside the limits fo·r.·flows from 200-399 cu 
' I • ' ' • • • . • ·' 
ft per second (cfs) and above 1983 cfs~ The reasons that better results· 
were not obtaine~ at Watt? are inaccurate data, insufficient data, and 
deficiencies in. the model itself. : Experience wit.h other basins has 
shown it is common to have difficulti~s fitting a headwater basin acc;u-
rately. Inspection of the data disclosed numerous occasions where the 
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river stage .at Watts rose, although no precipitation had been recorded 
in the basin. Obviously, rain had fallen in places other than in the 
rain gages.·· With thunderstorm activity especiall,Y, it is not surpris- · 
ing that the rain often misses the eight-inch rain gages, although it 
may fall nearby, With most of. the precipitation ,stations reporting on 
I, , : 
a daily basis and,,the others every six hours, tl:ttere fa ample room for 
error also in .the precipitation timj,ng. Averaging the precipitation· 
" ' l ) 
over the basin can sometimes·erroneously spread precipitation .over .areas 
where it did not fall, as well as reduce ti he inte;nsity over •the area 
where it did fal L , The rating of a. gage tan also' change due to channel 
configuration changes as well as vegetative ,growth and accumul a ti.on of 
debris. The rating .at Watts is known to occasionally vary seasonally 
due to ·q'qua tic growth. In bas i.ns such as these, where most of the 
/ • 
trees are deciduous, the. surface .area available for interception ,stor-
age varies widely both during the course of a year as well as from year 
to year,. depencjttng on. meteorological conditions. ·However, the mode.l 
cannot ac~ount for year to year changes except by parameter changes to 
give some sort of average fit for each year, and the only way of con":' 
trolling seasonal changes is through changes in the evapotranspiration 
curve, which is only an indireGt method, and not reall,Y sqtisfactory 
for an area in which 'interception is. as important as it is in these . 
basins. 
The model fit for Tahlequah is obviously much better than the fit 
for Watts. Experience with numerous other basi,ns has shown that this 
is. normal; .reaches are·usu.ally fit more accurately and ~as.ily than 
headwater basins. The reason ~or this is that a reach has a known 
inflow, while a headwater or even the local area of a reach does not. 
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The implication here.is that the model does a better job of routing flow 
than it does of hydrologic si.mulation. ··Although this implication is 
probably true, Jt ·is also probably true that this iS a result of the 
model being data bound, and as Linsley .(6) stated,.there is no point in 
trying to make a simulation model:with greater accuracy than the stream 
gaging. His comment is just as .applicable to precipitation measurements 
as to streamflow measurements. Sti.ll, it is apparent that the model 
needs to be refined still further to enable it to more closely match 
watershed responses.. Furth~r refinement, .how.ever, may lead to an 
increase in the number of parameters the analyst has to be concerned 
with, which would not be good. In its present state, there qre more 
than ~nough parameters available to make the task of fitting a;basin a 
complex rna'!;ter. There is also a great degree of interaction a~ong the 
various parameters. A given. hydrograph can be reconstituted using 
many different parameter value sets--a good fit does no.t ·imply a 1unique 
set of parameters. · The.se factors ·require considerable ex.perience and 
abil 1ty on th:e par.t ·of the analyst to achieve a .gQod .fit •. 
Since, both_ engi.neer.ing and forecasting activHies .are pt)imarily. 
interested in results 1 the !llOSt desirable solution for the mqdel :ffitting · 
problem is a ,computer based parameter optimizing model. ~YDRO ,14 (9.) 
describes such a currently a~ailabl~ model, but it is only a :step in• 
the right-direc.tien. • It r.equires a good fi.t prior to using it, and is 
no,t controllable -as to how the model is fit (low flows, Mgtr flows, ·or -
seasons). The ideal parameter optimizing model would accept rough par-, 
' ·:) ·: , I , ! 
ameter values and would have adjustable fi·tting criteria, so: that the · . . ; ·, . 
analyst can emphasize that segment of the hydr.ogr~ph or t.im~. of year 
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that need.s to be refined. Since fittinq errors are frequently system-
atic, and.can be loc~tted in terms of flow intervals arid/or time of year,. 
the ability to work only on speciftc problems would be helpful. ·· This · 
approach would also cut down on the co~ts of using such a program. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results of this study of using a digital conceptual 
hydrologic model for simulating streamflow, the following conclu.sions · 
can be drawn: 
1) The NWSRFS can be used. to simulate accurately low flows in addi-
tion ,to high flows, using as data only mean basin precipitation, poten-
tial .evapotranspiration and, if the basin is a reach, the inflow·to the 
.reach. 
2) It is more difficult·to fit a headwater basin than.a ·reach. 
3) The 1 imiting fa·ctors in model calibration are data. and para-
metric ,complexities.: 
· 4) T~ere are variations.in a basin from one year.to another, such 
as amount of vegetation and moisture conditio.ns that cannot be accounted 
for by the n:iode l. 
5) Once the NWSRFS has .-been calibrated for. a given basin, it may be. 
used to predict future streamflow, if synthetic mean basin prec.ipita-
tion,, potential evapotranspiration .and, if the basin is a reaqh, inflow 
to the reach. 
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CHAPTER ·VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY .. 
Based up.on the findings 'of .this inve.stigation, the followi.ng sug-
gestions~ ar.e 'made :for future work· involving .digital hydrologic simu-
lation mode~s: 
'I 
1) Develop a parameter calibration model t~at can accept poor 
ini,tial values, b.e SU3Ceptible to varying. the optimizing criteri.a in. 
order: to concentrate'on speci·fic ,portions of the hydrograph (~pacified 
flow fiilt_~rvais ·and/or time of ye~r)1 .and be inexpensive ,to use .• 
2) Conduct cQmparison tests ustng th~ Sacramento moqel and the 
~WSRFS, for ., low .flows. 
I . 
3) .Modify the NWSRFS/~WM IV madeJ to acco1,1nt for ·observa.ble 
seas·onal bas.in changes such as Joss of 1 eaves .from .deciduous tr~es, as 
well as relate the parameters better to ·physica.lly .observabl~ features. 
· of .the. watershed~ 
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